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NEW FACILITY — The Murray Electric System is constructing a new
69,000-volt to 13,000-volt substation on Olive Street. The project, costing
around $500,000 began in mid-July, a company spokesman said. He added
the purposes of the new substation are to allow additional capacity to
system users and to relief some obsolete stations. Estimated completion
date of the facility is around Christmas, the spokesman added.

Retired Military Men
Urge SALT Rejection
WASHINGTON (AP) — More than
1,500 retired generals and admirals
urged rejection of the SALT II treaty in
a letter delivered today to the Senate by
a former chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.
Adm. Thomas H. Moorer told the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
that he sought the views of retired
military officers because "active duty
military leaders are not permitted to
flatly oppose SALT II."
The letter charged that the strategic
arms limitation treaty gives the Soviet
Union a heavy advantage and that the
United States would not be able to
detect possible Soviet cheating.
"As military professionals, and with
all due respect for our more circumscribed colleagues still bound by
their active service, we strongly urge
you to reject SALT II as injurious to the
security interests, of the United States
and its allies," said the letter signed by
1,678 retired officers.
It was presented as the committee
resumed its hearings on the pact after a
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Administrators
Favor Formula
Experimentation
KRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The idea
of elnerimenting with the pupil
weighted formula of distributing state
funds has drawn favorable comment
from a representative of school administrators while a teachers'
spokesman has expressed reservations.
The differing views center around a
plan to base state aid to districts on the
type of class and courses rather than,
as currently, on a classroom unit.
Under the minimum'foundation
program, the state gives hundreds of
millions of dollars every two years for
theoretical units, which critics say
benefits larger districts and does not
take into account the real needs of
pupils and teachers.
James Melton, executive director of
the Kentucky Schools Boards
Association, told a subcommittee
Wednesday that the weighted pupil
formula offers the potential of
distributing education aid more
equitably.
He Said it also would involve a more
precise measurement of how money is
being used and would thu.s require more
record keeping.
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By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The building of Murray's new sewer
treatment plant has been moved a step
closer with the allocation of $268,060 by
the Environmental Protection Agency
for the designing stage, Phase Two, of
the project.
The funds will be used to prepare
approvable plans and specifications for
a new oxidation ditch wastewater
treatment plant, pump stations, force
mains and interceptor sewers.
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley said
this morning that the allocation of funds
for Phase Two indicates the final approval of the planning stage of the
project, Phase One, which was begun
five years ago.
Following the completion of Phase
Two, which should take one year, Phase
Three, the construction phase, will
begin, Henley said. No site has been
chosen for the plant as yet, although
several are under consideration.
Three-fourths of the cost of the
project will be covered by a federal
grant with the city picking up the tab
for the remaining one-fourth.
In relating the history of Phase One,
Henley said that the original 201
Facilities Plan, proposed by Chester
Engineers of Coraopolis, Pa., in August
1976, called for an expansion of the
present sewer treatment plant located
east of Murray on Highway 94.
Following the city's change this year
to a new engineering firm, G. Reynolds

Watkins Consulting Engineers of
Lexington, it was determined to be
more cost effective to build a new
sewage treatment plant rather than
expanding the present one, Henley said.
The Watkins firm found that an additional $950,000 in renovation and
additional equipment not included in
the original proposal would be
necessary to meet EPA standards of
treatment if the city decided to expand
the old plant.
The new engineers also concluded
that operation of the existing plant after
expansion would be approximately 10
percent more expensive than operation
of a new plant treating the same
quantity and quality of waste. This
differed from the original study
projection that the new plant would be
11 percent more expensive to operate
than an expansion of the existing plant.
Factors on which Watkins based its
opinion were the higher power consumption of the old plant because of
inefficiencies of 'older equipment, in-

creased labor costs of the older plant
operation and frequent replacement of
existing old equipment because of
breakdowns.
In addition, Watkins found that
operation of a new treatment plant
would have a lower increased cost per
month for customers than operation of
an expanded old plant. This was in
opposition to the original estimate of a
higher increased customer cost if the
new plant option was chosen.
Following a meeting and tour of the
existing plant early this year which
included representatives of the Atlanta
office of the EPA,state Department for
Natural Resources personnel, the
engineers and Murray officials, the
EPA notified the city that it concurred
with the new engineer's findings.
The EPA report stated that in addition to the cost factors, expansion of
the plant would pose a problem because
of the lack of space inside the existing
buildings and the unavailability of land
for some additional structures.

Before final approval of the plans for
the new plant, EPA officials recommended that the city evaluate the
oxidatifin ditch treatment process instead of the old rotating bio-disc
method which was originally proposed.
Henley said that after city officials
visited treatment plants across the
country, it was determined that the
oxidation ditch method had 20-30
percent better effluent (outflow
results than the bio-disc method.
The oxidation ditch method was also
estimated to cost $800,000 less to install
than the bio-disc method, therefore
saving the city $200,000 and the federal
government $600,000 under the 75-25
percent plan.
The mayor also pointed out that the
operation maintenance of the oxidation
ditch method should run $60,000-$80,000
a year less than the bio-disc method.
The total savings to the city by using
the oxidation ditch method should total
more than $1 million over a 10-year
period, Henley said.

Miller Denies Connection With
Complaint Against Almo Company

New Member Will
Be Sworn In At
Parks Board Meeting
A new member of the Murray,
Calloway County Parks Board,
Florence Hudspeth, will be sworn in at
the Tuesday, Sept. 11, meeting of the
board. The 5:30 p.m. meeting will be
held at the Calloway County Courthouse.
Mrs. Hudspeth was appointed to fill
the remainder of the term of Chester
McCuiston, who died June 20.
McCuiston's term expires Nov. 15.
Other items on the agenda include the
report of parks director Gary Hohnuin,
the finance committee report,
discussion of easement and the appointing of a nominating committee.

day's delay for closed-door briefings on
the presence of 2,000 to 3,000 Soviet
troop% in Cuba.
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, the
committee's chairman, served notice
Wednesday that "there is no likelihood
whatever the Senate would ratify the
SALT treaty as long as Russian combat
troops remain stationed in Cuba."
Sen. Jacob Javits of New York,
ranking committee Republican.
BENTON, Ky. (AP — A Paducah
declined to join in Church's statehent,
man was shot to death and two others
saying, At this particular moment,
were arrested after they broke into a
predictions would be very hazardous."
rural Benton residence Wednesday
Moorer's letter was signed by such
night, state police said.
well-known treaty foes as Adm. Elmo
Police said Gary Lilly, 35, of Lone
a
was
Zumwalt, who with Moorer
Oak Road, Paducah — formerly of
member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in
Brookport, Ill., was fatally injured.
the early 1970s; Maj. Gen. John
Marshall County Sheriff Joe Tom
Singlaub, who was relieved of his South
Halton said two others fled but were
Korean command after criticizing the
captured nearby and lodged in the
administration's troop withdrawal
Marshall County Jail.
policy; IA. Gen. Daniel Graham, forHe did not identify them, saying an
mer head of the Defense Intelligence
investigation was continuing and more
Agency; and Maj. Gen. George
a, arrests were expected.
Keegan, former chief of Air Force
According to a police statement, the
intelligence. Moore was testifying as a
three were caught inside the home of
leader of the pro-defense Coalition for
Clinton Henson about 8 p.m. CDT by
Peace through Strength.
state police, Marshall County sheriff's
are
Active duty military officers
deputies and officers of the federal
generally expected to support adbureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
to
free
are
but
ministration policies,
Firearms.
express their personal views when
"One of the suspects, armed with a
asked in congressional appearances.
was shot and killed in the
revolver,
The current members of the Joint
confrontation with the officers," the
Chiefs of Staff earlier this summer
release said.
characterized the treaty as a "modest
but useful step" in arms limitation, but
said "none of us is totally at ease with
all the provisions of the agreement."
Eugene Rostow, of the Committee on
the Present Danger and another SALT
critic, testified that the treaty would
hinder U.S. efforts to maintain military
equality with the Soviet Union.
In announcing the resumption of
The Murray-Calloway County League
hearings, Church left no doubt he would
of
Women Voters will hold a memtry to use the treaty as a lever to force
bership coffee on Saturday, Sept. 8, at
removal of the Soviet troops in Cuba.
10 a.m, at the Calloway County Public
He said resumption ot the hearings
Library on Main Street in Murray.
"does not commit the committee to any
New members are being actively
given action on the treaty, nor does it
sought, and interested persons are
commit the committee to any parinvited to attend the coffee to become
ticular timetable."
acquainted with League officers and
Meanwhile in Havana, Cuba, the
members, a spokesman said.
news
said
government
agency
official
A brief overview of League programs
U.S. statements about the presence of
and activities on the national, state and
Soviet combat troops there were a
local levels will be presented by
"maneuver" aimed at discrediting
members. Also, an outline of local
Cuba during the current meeting of
meetings for the year and reports on
non-aligned nations.
special projects will be available.
But Prensa Latina, in the first official
Persons unable to attend the coffee
reaction to the reports, stopped short of
may obtain further information by
denying the troops' presence. The
calling Phyllis Alvic, League vice
statement echoed an earlier unofficial
president, at 753-0151.
conunent by a government spokesman.

Paducah Man Shot,
Two Arrested In
Benton Break-In

League Of Women
Voters Will Hold
Membership Coffee

Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller this morning denied
accusations made by Floyd Nixon
Wednesday concerning the restraining
order that was levied Tuesday on
Nixon's candy operation.
The restraining order prohibits all
operations of Kentucky Products, Inc.,
in Almo, owned by Nixon. The order
came from Circuit Court Judge James
M. Lassiter.
Miller said he has not talked with
Nixon or other parties involved and he
added that what information he has
about the case, he "has read in the
newspaper."
Vixon claimed that he and Miller
past
"several
had
have
disagreements." Nixon stated that he
suspected Miller put "local pressure"
on Bill Dillard, Hoplcinsville, state food
inspector for the region where the
candy firm is located.
Nixon said he felt Miller had
requested that Dillard do "more than a
normal inspection" on the candy
company. However, Dillard has
resigned from inspecting Nixon's
establishment. Dillard still inspects all
other establishments in the area, Nixon
said.
James Adams, Owensboro, replaced
Dillard as inspector of the Almo candy
company, according to Nixon. Nixon
today related a conversation he had
with Adams Tuesday in which, Nixon
claims, Adams stated he thought the
candy facility looked "quite good."
Nixon added that Adams would not
discuss the matter further.
Concerning any link with Miller,
Nixon said he "has never been in Judge
Miller's office." Nixon said Adams
would not comment further on the
subject.
Nixon said, in the conversation with
Adams, he felt Adams had indicted that
the law concerning manufacturing and
selling of food was very broad. Nixon
also said that Adams indicted to him
that an isolated picture from "eves the

cleanest, most sanitary candy
manufacturer" could cause it to be
closed.
The restraining order is the result of
complaint filed Aug. 29 in Calloway
Circuit Court by the Kentucky
Department of Human Resources.
The complaint was entered by
Marvin R. O'Koon, general counsel and
signed for him by Terry L. Morrison,
attorney for the state Department for
Human Resources.
The complaint alleges that the candy
company has "consistently and
repeatly conducted (its) business in a
manner which is in violation of the
Kentucky Food,Drug and Cosmetic Act
and has on numerous occasions
produced, prepared, packed or held
food under unsanitary conditions,
whereby it may have become contaminated..."
According to Calloway County
Attorney Max Parker, the next legal
step is for Nixon and his lawyer, Don
Jones, to take action against the injunction.
A hearing on the matter has been set
for 1:30 p.m. Monday, Sept. 10, in
Circuit Court.
In his ruling, Lassiter said Nixon and
the company are restrained and enjoined from:
— "Producing, preparing, packing or
holding for sale any items of food as
defined in KRS 217.015(4), except for
items of food which were produced,
prepared, packed or held for sale prior
to the date of service of this order and
which have also been inspected by the
plaintiff's the state Department of
Resources) authorized
Human
representatives and found to be
wholesome, safe for consumption, and
in all respects in compliance with the
Kentucky Food,Drug and Cosmetic Act
KRS 217.005 to 217.215:- "Transporting, selling, shipping,
reprocessing or otherwise disposing of
any items of foods which have been
quarantined by the plaintiffs's
representatives as stated above;"

plaintiff's
the
— "Denying
representatives free access at all
reasonable times to the defendants'
business premises, or to enter any
vehicle used by the defendants to
transport foods, as the plaintiff's
representatives are authorized to do by
KRS 217.155(1), and for the purposes
stated therein."
Nixon said earlier this week that his
facility, the old school building in Almo,
has had regular inspections from
federal food and drugs authorities and
added that in his opinion he has
received good ratings from these officials. The only recommedations he
has received have been for minor
violations, Nixon claimed.
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partly cloudy
. Partly cloudy and turning
cooler tonight with a chance of
thundershowers. Lows 60 to 65.
Mostly sunny, breezy and
pleasant Friday. High near 80.
Winds shifting to northerly 10 to
15 mph tonight. Rain chances are
30 percent tonight.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Saturday through
Monday calls for sunny, warm
days and fair cool nights through
the period. Highs in the mid 70s to
mid 80s. Lows in the 50s.

Weakened Tropical Storm David
Spews Tornadoes On East Coast
By CHARLOTTE PORTER
Associated Press Writer
Tropical Storm David spewed tornadoes from Virginia to New Jersey
and caused flooding that forced hundreds to flee their homes today as it
moved into the crowded ortheast still
packing a destructive wallop.
Three more deaths were attributed to
the storm, bringing the number of U.S.
casualties to 13. David has caused more
than 900 deaths since it was spawned in
the Caribbean last week.
Some 800 to 1,000 people were
evacuated from their homes in
Maryland early today, most of them in
Baltimore, where police were rescuing
persons stranded in their cars or
trapped in their homes as floodwaters
rose. On one city street, floodwaters
caused by 3 inches to 7 inches of rain
piled cars on top of each other.
One Man was killed when a tornado
hit his trailer home in suburban
Philadelphia, police said.
The tropical storm lost its hurricane
for over land Wednesday as it passed
through ,the southern Atlantic Coast
states, leaving behind a trail of downed

trees and eroded beaches. Officials said
they were relieved the damage wasn't
worse.
"If you're going to have a hurricane,,
you couldn't have a nicer one," Jim
Zumwalt, supervisor of South
Carolina's Beaufort County, declared
as Gov. Dick Riley took a look at the
damage from one of the century's worst
storms.
At 3 a.m. EDT, the center of the
storm was near latitude 39.5 north and
longitude 77.5 west over north-central
Maryland. It was moving northnortheast at 20 mph with winds of
about 45 mph.
Gale warnings were posted from
Savannah, Ga., to the Merrimac River
of Massachusetts and were to be extended to Maine. The National Weather
Service said there was a threat of
tornadoes in Delaware, eastern
Maryland, eastern Pennsylvania and
southeastern New York and a threat of
serious flooding from Maryland into
New England.
David has caused damage estimated
in the hundreds of millions of dollars in
its rampage through the Caribbean and

the Southeast. The storm was blamed
for $60 million in damage and six deaths
in Florida where it first struck the U.S.
mainland with hurricane winds earlier
this beek.
Two people were killed Wednesday in
Virginia, where Gov. John Dalton
declared a state of emergency after 10
tornadoes caused heavy damage.
Officials said one person died in a
traffic accident caused by rain-slick
roads near Wytheville, Va., while
another was killed when a tornado hit a
house in Fairfax County. Fourteen
people were injured and at least 350
evacuated as floodwaters rose and
tornadoes formed over the northern
part of the state.
Newport News officials said tornadoes caused an estimated $2 million
in damage to that city.
High water and winds brought some
rail and air service in the Washington,
D.C., urea to a halt, and Maryland
officials said five storms that appeared
to lk" "tornadoes sfnashed into the
counties around Baltimore, slightly
injuring two people
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Patients Dismissed From Hospital
8-18-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Beckwith, Baby 'Girl, 2300
Westwood, Paris, Tenn.,
Wood, Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Box
279, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Matilda M. Smith and
Baby Girl, 511 N. 5th. St.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Dusty Adams
and Baby Girl, Rt. 3, Box 265,
Cadiz, Mrs. Freida C.
Robinson and Baby Girl, Rt. 1
Box 28, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Shirley E. Lang, 522 Whitnell,
Murray,
Mrs.
Betty
McFarland, 222 Water St.,
Clinton. Mrs. Gloria R. Gibbons, Rt. 6, Box 186B, Murray,
Mrs. Felecia D. Rhodes, Rt. 4,
Box 217, Murray, Herbert H.
Boyd, 503 N. 7th St., Murray,
Mrs. Mildred K. Canady, Rt.
5, Box 294, Murray, Mrs.
Pamela V. Lindsey, Rt. 6, Box
112, Murray, Mrs. Deborah L.
King, Rt. 5, Murray, Rebecca
Jean Evans, P..0. Box 1035,
Paris, Term., Mrs. Betty J.
Nance, P. 0. Box 27, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Audrey F.
Beavers, Rt. 1, Box 5, Martin,
Tenn., Kenneth R. Dix, Rt. 1,
Box 42, Murray, W.B.
Outland Rt. 5 Box 430

Murray, Mrs. Teresa F. Speed
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Mrs. Myrtle W. Puckett, Rt. 1,
Box 83, Mayfield, Roy H.
Helm, Rt. 6, Box 292, Murray,
Tony J. Dalton, Rt. 1, Box 158,
Mayfield, Mrs. Hythen
Douthitt, Rt. 1, Box 30,
Dukedom, Tenn., Glyco Wells,
Rt. 2, Murray, Allen Henley,
517 Anderson, Mayfield.
8-19-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Etherton,
Baby
Girl
(Mary), Rt. 5 Bx. 109D,
Murray, Hill Baby Boy
(Barbara), Rt. 1 Bx. 24,
Crutchfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gwen A. Bibler and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 646,
Hardin, Mrs. Linda D.
Rushing, 422 Birch Cove, Apt.
2, Mayfield, Mrs. Sharon D.
Darnell, Rt. 7 Bx.671, Murray,
Mrs. Laura A. Price, Rt. 2 Bx.
45, Hazel, Mrs. Shannon L.
Elkins, Hardin, Mrs. Linda S.
Bandarra, 1517 Clayshire,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth E.
Thurmond, 205 Riviera Ct.
Murray, Terrell W. Johnson
(expired ) 2007 Gatesboro,
Murray.

8-20-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Quinn, Baby Boy (Janice),
135 N. Ky. Ave. Hopkinsville.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nedra G. Blankenship
and Baby Boy, Rt. I Bx. 56,
Puryear, Tenn., Robert C.
Satterwhite, Rt. 2 Bx. 49,
Hazel, Dan W. Myers, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Mary L. Courtney, 147 Riviera Ct. Murray,
Greg T. Crutchfield, 35
Riviera Ct. Murray, Melody
A. McAlpin, Bx. 42, Sedalia,
James E. Morgan Jr., Rt. 3
Bs. 14M, Murray, Ginger L.
Evans, Rt, 8 Bx. 670, Murray,
Kristen B. Paesel, P. 0. Bx.
192APO, New York, N. Y.,
Mrs. Pamela J. Lane, Rt. 9
Bx. 2, Benton, James D.
Milby, 504 N. 6th, Murray,
Mrs. Linda L. Coker, 100
Williams Ave., Murray, Urie
F. Kelso, Rt. 7 Bx. 452,
Murray, Mrs. Fly M.
Andrews, Apt. G-1, Murray
Manor, Murray, Mrs. Mary
M. McCoil, P. 0. Bx. 44, Lynn
Grove, Williams, Baby Girl
(Debbie), Murray, Rushing,
Baby Girl (Linda, an Birch
Cove, Apt. 2, Mayfield.

8-U-79
NEWBORN ADMLSS1ONS
Perry,
Baby
Boy
(Deborah), Rt. 2, Wingo,
Girard, Baby Boy ( Anna), 104
Sunset, Mayfield, Cooley,
Baby Girl (Karen, Rt. 1,
Wingo, Mills, Baby Girl
iDoretta
Rt. 1 Bx. 324,
Gilbertsville, Flood,Baby Boy
( Patricia ), Rt. 1 Bx 114,
Paris, Term., Seaford, Baby
Boy (Julia), Rt. 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda L. Littlemyer,
Rt. 2 Bx. 161-A, Gilbertsville,
Mrs. Mary E. Etherton and
Baby Girl, Rt. 5 Bx. 1090,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley L. Tripp
and Baby Girl, Lynn Grove,
Michael J. Duncan, Hazel,
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Douglas, Rt:
7 Bx. 128, Mayfield, Mrs.
Sherrie L Bentley,519 S. 13th,
Murray, Clifton T. Campbell,
1510 Dudley, Murray, Mrs.
Nancy K. Buchanan, Bx. 35,
Lynn Grove, Mrs. Betty J.
Swor, Rt. 2, Springville,
Tenn., Mrs. Anita Wilson, P.
0. Bx.536, Paris, Tenn.,Diana
L. Collie, 405 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Linda K. Harding, Rt. 1.
Hazel, T. Mickey Boggess,
1706 Magnolia, Murray, Hugh

Miller, Rt. 2, Hazel, Melinda
J. Wyatt, Rt. 1, Hazel, Cecil D.
Robertson, P. 0. Bx. 1076,
Paris, Term., Mrs. Linda
York, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Joyce F. Rogers, D4, Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Trey a L. Greer, P. 0. Bs. 723,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Jane
Hamm, Rt. 2 Cadiz, L. K.
Pinkley, 813 N. 20th, Murray,
Mrs. Janie L. Parker, 307 S.
13th, Murray, Mrs. Patsy R.
Bogard, 801 N. 18th, Murray,
Mrs. Belinda C. Owens, Rt. 8,
Benton,
Mrs.
Juanita
Williams, Cl, Southside
Manor, Murray, Mrs. Sylvia
D. Stone, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Larue Mayfield, Rt. 1 Bx. 213,
Mayfield, Irl R. Somers, Rt.6,
Murray, Jesse Crouse (expired), Rt. 2, Murray,
Crawford L. Armstrong
(expired), Rt. 7 Bx. 478,
Murray.

AT NASHVILLE
James H. Shelton, Sr., is a
patient and undergoing
special treatment at the Parkview Hospital, 230 - 25th
Avenue North, Nashville,
Tenn., 37203.
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Cluster Rings
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Antique
Reproduction
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In Murray
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Free

Sizing Extra • White or Yellow Gold

14K GOLD
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
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%

OFF
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1 Carat mac/

$99
CHAINS
BRACELETS
FASHION CH 11X.,
EARRINGS
CHARMS
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PENDANT! FREE
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,
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Special Flights To

Dinner Ring
Regular $1041,

LAYAWAY
OR CHARGE
IT NOW!

LIBRARY NOTES

New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:

3 Diamond

DIAMOND LH iT

OPEN HOUSE - Pictured at a recent open house held tis the Murray -Calloway
County Senior Citizens at the Ellis Community Center are members doing various crafts which were on display for the public to view. In the top picture are, left to right,
Hazel Locke and Alma Cooper demonstrating crocheting and Tommie Turner
displaying the 'Mill Quilt' which was pieced and quilted by the Dexter Senior Citizens.
In the bottom photo are Madie Vaughn, right, piecing a pillow top, and Lana Boyd, left,
crocheting. Tickets were sold on the quilt made by the Dexter group with Vurin Kyan
of Berea being the winner.

()FF
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London Are Being
Planned By Laker
MIAMI I AP)- Officials of
Laker Airways, famous for its
cut-rate transatlantic
"notrills" flights, say Sir
Freddie Laker plans to begin
charter service between
Miami and London next
spring.
Only National Airlines and
British Airways currently
operate between London and
Miami. If given Civil
Aeronautics Board approval,
Laker Airways would begin
one roundtrip DC-10 flight
daily by mid-April, a
spokesman said Tuesday.
The flights will be conducted
through Intersun, a large
British charter service, said
Don Coppinger, Laker's U.S.
sales manager. Under a U.S.British agreement, only one
airline from each country can
have regular flights between
the two cities, he said.

ALL ABOUT WICKER, by
Patricia Corbin. Dutton.
Here is the story of wicker
furniture, new and old with an
informative text and handsome photographs.
BEAUTY BY DESIGN, by
Kurt Wagner. McGraw-Hill.
Two plastic surgeons, both
Board Certified, are candid
about the promises and pitfalls of the delicate art.
WEASEL WORDS, the art
of saying shat you don't
mean, by Mario Pei. Harper.
The author of many books
on languages, Pei makes a
thoughtful, often amusing,
survey of weasel words and
how they are used in radio,
television, and other media.
PERSONAL
--HABIT
CONTROL, by Peter Miller.
Simon & Schuster.
Based on clinical experience, Dr. Miller tries to
teach a sensible, easy-to-selfapplication, effective and
permanent way to change the
habits that lead to overindulgence.
BILLY
GRAHAM,
EVANGELIST TO THE
WORLD, by John Pollock.
Harper.

*IA ART/.
•DIGITALS
•A UTOM ATIC
•NURSES
•ELECTRICS
All. NEW • F %CT('HY FRESH •FULLY GU AR ANTELD

WATCHES

rj

SEIKO OCITIZEN

GIFTW ARE

ACCUTRON

•FIGURINES *SILVER 9.1FA LARY lit IX S

WEDDING BANDS
a I,

• •\.

.(4!

20% OFF
OUR EN11111E
STOCK

OPEN
DAILY 10-6
PLENTY OF FREE
PARKING ALWAYS
4'1

25%

•LADIES $450. DIAMON
& SAPPHIRE RING
'CITIZEN WATCH
ilk
VISA'
3 TYPES OF
11111111.11k *MICHELSON CHARGE.
ALL AD PRICES GOOD IN MURRAY ONLY

MICHELSON S
rtfor(e44
Bel-Air Center
Murray 753-7695
ILLUSTRATIONS i \LA

G I 0. •

GLantetil

OUR ENTIRE
STOCK

25% OFF

ARTORVED

The shortest session of
Congress ended after only 10
days on Aug. 30, 1856, according to the National
Archives' Wall Almanac of
American History.

finnan; Name Brand

WILMA

EGISTER
FOR FREE

Pollock examines firsthand
the people who make up the
Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association Team and an
intimate glimpse of the
Graham family homelife.
CABINS AND COTTAGES.
by Time-Lde.
The chapters in this book
follow four stages in the
planning and building of a
cabin of your choice - building
site and foundation, con,
structing
the
building,
modification of structure and
basic fittings.
THE MATARESE CIRCLE,
by Robert Ludlum. Marck.
Two mortal enemies work
together
to
stop
an
organization called "The
Matarese" from financing
terrorist groups around the
world - a tense and dramatic
story by the author of "The
Scarlatti Inheritance" and
"The Osterman Weekend."

Aurora,Ky.

OFF

West
entucky's
Most
Unique
Restaurant

Charbroiled Steaks

Open at 5 p.m.
se*

FREE BIRTHDAY
CAKE
EACH SATURDAY FROM
10:05T0 II:00
TO FIRST 50
CUSTOMERS DUR&Gi.
WNBS REMOTE
RADIO
IlkOADCAST
LAY A W AY NOW

FOR CHRISTMAS
CHARGE IT!
UP TO 2 YEARS
TO PAY!
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Bring thig" ad tn for a special price on 'Beer
Stroganoff" or "Steak Sauterne", We make them
from tenderloin chunks and the value price is
$5.00 during Sept,Oct & Nov (not Saturdays

Carol and Dick Thomas

For reservations any night
except Saturday,call:
(502) 474-2773

Tke93asscLanterit
AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048

UT

I.
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Relatives Legal Aliens.
Now To Have Easier Time
BOSTON (AP) — Relatives
of legal aliens will have an
easier time becoming a United
States resident under a new,
one-step program announced
by immigration officials in
Boston.
Currently the process takes
six months or more. But the
program, part of a Carter
Administration effort to cut
red tape, will reduce the
process to 60 days or less,
Charles Pappas, spokesman

THE

A healthy sausage
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB — I read
your column regularly and
need some assistance. I was
recently diagnosed as having
low blood sugar and the doctor suggested that I eat protein snacks between meals as
well as high-protein meals
I do feel better but have
gained weight and now feel
like a healthy sausage. I
would like to know what I can
eat that will give me the needed protein without the
increase in weight.
DEAR READER — I wonder how many of my readers
have ever questioned the popular concept that a high-protein diet causes you to lose

for the Immigration and
Naturalization Service in
Boston said Tuesday.
The program will allow a
foreign visitor to be interviewed immediately, instead of waiting for two
scheduled interviews,
sometimes months apart. It
applies to immediate relatives
of aliens who have been
granted permanent resident
status.

ACESTRA G CORN JR

Serve Sausages For
V '11.4

"Anyone can do any
amount of work provided it
isn't the work he is supposed to be doing at that
moment."-- Robert Benchley.
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All good players will find
East's right defensive shift
in today's no trump game.
Unfortunately for most of
us, it might be quite another matter at the bridge
table.
West leads the spade
deuce, which East wins,
and it's obviously time to
find a switch. If East
makes the "normal"
switch to the diamond
jack, dummy wins and,
after East's club king is
dislodged, declarer will
have no problem scoring 11
tricks.
So East should shift to a
heart instead of a club.
Quite right. But which
heart?
If East leads the heart
deuce after winning the
ace of spades, declarer will
duck, West will win the
queen, but the defense will
be only a bit better off than
before. This time declarer
will manage to take only 10
tricks.
To beat the game, East
must find the imaginative
lead of the heart 10 and
West must make an alert
play of his own. Declarer
covers the heart 10 with the
jack, West winning the
queen.
Now the heart king is
fired back to smother
dummy's nine, but declarer ducks once again.
Finally, declarer is forced
to win the ace of hearts and
the losing club finesse
gives the game to the
defense. Declarer loses
three hearts, a spade and a
club and he has reason to

9-6-A
NORTH
•Q 106 3
•9 3
• A7
• A Q J 10 4
WEST
•9 7 5 2
•K Q 7 5
•8 5 4 3
•6

EAST
•A 4
W 10 8 4 2
• J 10 9
•K 8 3 2

PUPPET WORKSHOP — Aaron and Isaac Schroeder are shown in the top photo with
he puppets they completed at the recent Puppet Workshop held at the Calloway
County Public library. In the bottom photo is Alan Miller with his puppet. All paricipants presented a show using the puppets made under the direction of Neal Di
eresa and members of the Summer Puppetry Caravan of Berea_

Specialty At Night

SOUTH
•K J 8
te A J 6
• K Q62
•9 7 5

Vulnerable: NorthSouth. Dealer: North. The
bidding:
North East
Pass
14.
3 NT Pass

South
2 NT
Pass

West
Pass
Pass

On a hot night, keep your
cool by serving sausages. They
come out of the refrigerator
and go right on the grill. Cut
cooking time by choosing
-fully-cooked" sausages and
heat to increase appetite appeal. Cooked sausages will
heat through in 12 to 15 minutes on the grill, say home
economists at the National
Live Stock and Meat Board.
They advise to turn frequently
with tongs.

OPEN FRIDAY
UNTIL 8:30 PM

weight when people like you
tend to gain weight when they
eat proteins
The truth is that proteins
are just carbohydrates and
fats with ammonia attached
to them. The ammonia part of
the amino acids in the protein
is simply stripped off and the
excess protein becomes fat
and carbohydrate. The extra
ammonia is converted to urea
and eliminated in your urine
There are plenty of highprotein foods that are relatively low in fat The problem
is that many people choose
foods that they have been told
are high in protein but that
also contain lots of fat and
therefore lots of calories. A
good example is whole milk,
about half its calories really
come from fat.
Meat is an excellent source
of protein but you must use
lean meats if you want to
avoid a lot of fat calories. A
good example would be lean
round steak with all the visible fat removed.
Chicken breasts or turkey
breasts are good sources of
protein without fat, particularly if you remove the skin.
The purpose of the highprotein meals and snacks is
that they are emptied more
slowly from the stomach than
are carbohydrates, particularly the concentrated carbohydrates such as sugar. They are
absorbed a little slower. As a
result, they don't tend to raise

FArs

SA

Opening lead: Deuce of
spades.
compliment the defense.
Sometimes it's not
enough to switch to the
right suit. One must also
finger the killing card.

Classics for Fall

9-6-B

•9 3
• A7
• A Q J 10 4

South
1•
1•

North
1,
2•

JUST A LITTLE

Your Individual
Horoscope

"NAME DROPPING"

Frances Drake
ANSWER: Two hearts.
A tepid preference for
FOR FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 7, 1979
hearts over diamonds. Two
no trump is a possibility,
What kind of day will requires more work than
however, North could have tomorrow be? To find out what anticipated. Veto business
bid that himself had he not the stars say, read the lunches.
been searching for a pref- forecast given for your birth
LEO
erence
Sign.
;July 23 to Aug. 22)
--ARIES
Home improvement
Send bridge questions to The
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191er
Aces, P0 Box 12363, Dallas.
projects go well, but don't be
Texas 75225, with welt-addressed.
interest talked into buying something
Romantic
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. 1579
the job, but it you don't need. A family
on
stimulated
United Feature Syndicate. In,
may be just an exercise in member is erratic in
fantasy. Don't be imposed disposition.
upon. Excitement in the p.m. VIRGO
NUTRITIONAL EVALUATION BY COMPUTER
TAURUS
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
YOUR PERSONALIZED COMPUTER EVALUATION
( Apr. 20 to May 201
You're charming and
OF. NUTRIENT DEFIA new attraction is ap- convincing, but don't arouse
IS
CIENCIES
pealing, but don't go over- false hopes. Curb flirtations.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Disillusionment Judgment about joint finances
board.
Richard Broeringmeyer,
possible. Spend some time on may be off.
Ph.D. in Nutrition has just
creative projects and hobbies. LIBRA
installed the latest in comGEMINI
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
(May 21 to June 20)
puters for this work. Dr.
Inner worries could make it
An exciting idea about a difficult to attend to work, yet
Broeringmeyer is a consulchange at home may be for those who do concentrate,
tant and teaches nutrition
vetoed by other family progress is indicated by day's
to Nutritionally Oriented
members. An unexpected end.
Physicians in all major
work assignment may in- SCORPIO
is
Broeringmeyer
Dr.
States.
areas across the United
terfere with plans.
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 rillf`t°
the author of: "The Problem Solver Nutritionally
CANCER
You're in the mood for
Speaking," "Nutrition-The Tree of Life," 'She Nutri0 exciting good times. As a
(June 21 to July 22)43
tional Answer" and other professional publications.
Ideas for a new creative result, you may be restless at
FOR YOUR PERSONAL CONSULTATION AND
are good. Don't be
project
a
EVALUATION PHONE 753-2962 for an appointment.
discouraged if the project work. A friend may request
loan from you.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A trusted confidante gives
you a career tip, but keep
withIn
expectations
reasonable limits. A possible
change of plans in the p.m.

412

noir

"Steak
& German
Sausage for
$3.99?"

Jack Winter •
White Stag •
Perceptions •
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)1d
Don't expect too much
romantically from a visit afar.
You could be swept off your
feet — only to be disillusioned
later. Friends and family
don't mix now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18;
A friend could let you down
in some way. Edginess affects
dealings with superiors.
Remain cool. Seek advice
about business matters.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Partners are in the mood for
good times and may show
disinterest in a pet project of
yours. Watch spending if
traveling.
YOU BORN TODAY have
an analytical mentality and
sometimes are Inclined to
fussiness. You're naturally
attracted to law, education,
research, and
science,
teaching. You may be
especially gifted as a writer.
In business, you'd succeed as
a banker, broker, or head of a
corporation. You do not
function at your best in partnership and should learn to
your critical
soft-pedal
disposition. Music, film, acting, architecture, and
philosophy are other fields in
which you'd find happiness.

Devon •
Trissi •
Pykettes •
Joy Stevens •
Campus Casuals •

Those lovable basic fashions
that you favor are now swingfer
than ever before, ond styled and
detailed for a great new look
Visit Bright's for your new look
In sportswear

CHOOSE FROM
THESE GO WITH-EVERYTHING

CLUTCHES
In genuine leather, s,mulated leather and soli
in all the great new fall colors
fabrics
12 00 to 26 00

September615
10
at

PRESENTS
Just *3.99. A 6-ounce Sizzlin'
Sirloin steak plus 6 ounces of
broiled German Sausage. baked potato or fries,
and Stockade toast. It's a lot of great food at a
feature price right now. And you'll love it.
•

Aive support pantyhose $1.00 off
aasted Retail s5O5 NOW S4 95

Now you'll love comm'to

(

OPEN FRIDAY
UNTIL 8:30 PM

Around the Clock

Bid with Corn
South holds:
• Q 10 6 3

your blood sugar and cause
you to have rebound low blood
sugar reactions
You can accomplish the
same results by being sure
your diet contains more bulk
This should come from the
bulky vegetables such as leafy
salads or raw vegetables You
can even use raw apples since
they're fibrous, slowly digested and won't raise your blood
sugar very much.
To give you a better
understanding$of what low
blood sugar really is and what
you should be doing about a
diet, I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 3-9
Low Blood Sugar. Hypoglycemia. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75
cents in check or coin with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper. P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
In the final analysis, you
will gain weight if you consume too many calories,
whether these calories come
from fats, sweets, protein or
alcohol. If you eat quite a few
calories at meals and snack
between meals, you can
expect to get too many calories.
In your case, I suggest that
you review the foods you've
been eating to be sure they
are truly protein foods with
limited fat content.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

And our quality will keep you cousin' back.
BEl-AIR CENTER

Alle support stockings

wpii.dproi,

704off
S305 NOW S3 25

RIQHrS

IDISCO
[[I/ER I
lie aisco feeling is here to Stay'
Footworks enters the glance soot with
Strippy Sexy ankle Strop sTyling that
loves the fascinating beat ThiS hirty
fife sandal SOCus with motolic rrog.c
ief the Icnhonable you' st.ne thfougr,

• BLACK PATENT
• WINE PATENT
• COPPER PATENT

38.00
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Events Listed For Community Calendar

ainey

Thursday,Sept.6
Thursday,Sept.6
Thursday,Sept.6
Murray Women of the
Knights of
Columbus
Moose are scheduled to meet
Twilight golf will be held at 5
ll R 1/‘I-.1 IPPERsoN
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall, Council meeting will be held a t p.m. at the Murray Country
Have you heard a very the world over - be it Murray,
7:30 p.m. at Gleason Hall.
North 16th Street.
Club. Member's note change of
attractive English speaking England, or France.
date
for this week.
Dr. Parry's love of travel
couple in the grocery store, or
maybe over on MSU's Soccer encouraged him to apply for
Today is the last day to
field'? If so, then you have this Fulbright exchange
enroll in regular Tuesday and
met Dr. Jim Parry, the program - and a blink of his
Thursday 16-week classes for
Fulbright Scholar, who is Dr. eye - here they are.
credit and classes must be
I must say, the heat and
Lochie Over be y-Christopher's
attended on this date at
counter-part for this year, and humidity has them a trifle
IDeak-A6111.Murray State University.
wilted, but we've all warned
his new bride, Vickie.
Dr. Parry, who did his them about the cold cold
Veterans Counselor David
By Abigail Van Bure
college work in Ntirth Wales, January arid February to
Brien
will be at the Departcome.
Mid Wales and Manchester
ment of Human Resources,
teaches
University,
Murray, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Little girls have fun at birthphilosophy of education,
to assist veterans and their
secondary methodist of day parties, but big girls also
dependents with claims for
education, and is also working adore birthday parties.
benefits due them as a result
as a research person for Dr.
Last week the girls at "The
of their military service.
John Taylor. Dr. Parry is Place" along with her close
DEAR ABBY: You had something in your column about
teaching classes at Paducah friends, gave Beverly i Mrs.
Calloway County Library
Community College one night Marshall) Garland a fun people who were allergic to fragrances. Well, that's my
Board of Trustees are
problem.
Only
I
am
not
allergic
to
all fragrances, just one.
a week, and also in Hoplcin- birthday party.
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
When I go to confession, as soon as the priest's cologne or
Beverly likes frogs, if you
sville.
the library.
after-shave
hits
me.
I
become
nauseated.
I
tell
you.
I
nearly
Vickie Parry is enrolled in can imagine,so the girls had a
pass out.
Murray State University and green and white frog cake
Christian
Wcr-rnen's
Abby, its not easy to tell a priest what to do, so how do I
getting her Master's Degree in baked for her, along with solve this problem?
Fellowship of the First
green and white frog plates,
Secondary Education.
Christian Church will have a
NAUSEATED ON SUNDAY
Jim and Vickie are more or napkins and glasses.
potluck salad supper in the
less
Beverly always does for her
spending
DEAR NAUSEATED: Tell your priest that you have an
their
church library at 6:30 p.m.
honeymoon in Murray - they friends so they decided to go unusual "confession." Then confess your allergy to his
were recently married before all out for "her day" and she fragrance, and pray for ablution for him — and absolution for
Friday,Sept. 7
you!
leaving for the States. They loved it!
Golden Age Club will meet
both like to cook, so they find
at 12 noon at the fellowship
DEAR ABBY:I must comment on a letter signed GRACE.
Ruth and Howard Brandon
when me doesn't have the yen
When she complained to a friend that she couldn't find a
hall of the First United
were
at
home
in
Murray
over
to prepare dinner, the other
dress
wanted
she
to
buy,
Methodist
Church.
she
was
told
not
to
the
worry
Labor
Day
holidays.
because
As
one does.
at her age (70) nobody cared what she wore anyway.
you
probably
know,
the
They love to travel, and plan
I cannot let that go unchallenged. My mother-in-law is 91
Dillar Dollar Women's
to do quite a bit during Brandon's have opened a Car and I wish you could see how she dresses! She wears goodLeague will begin
Bowling
Museum
down
in
Nashville
on
looking,
beautifully made clothes that are becoming to her.
Christmas vacation and
their fall season at Corvette
summer vacations. They will Music Row. They have all of She begins her day by grooming herself in the morning and
Lanes at 9 a.m.
visit friends at Thanksgiving, their many many antique cars putting on pretty lingerie. She says just because nobody
and are already making plans on display, so the next time sees it is no reason for her not to wear what she likes. She
piits on a fresh, lovely dress every day whether she's at
Murray Lions Club Candy
to see Florida during you are in Nashville, make a home alone
or planning to go somewhere. She lives alone
Sale
for Sight Conservation
point
of
dropping
by
to
see
Christmas, and hear some fine
and keeps a large house in excellent order. too.
will be held from 2 to 4 p.tn.
them.
Jazz in New Orleans.
Whenever I see an older woman who is beautifully dressand 4 to 6 p.m. in Murray'.
They have found the people
Rita and Robert Overby are ed I never fail to tell her how nice she looks whether I know
here very friendly, and enjoying Europe
her
or not. It is always so much appreciated.
in the fall This is the last day to enroll
helpful. But, oh, they do miss they are on a
ELLEN IN PA.
ten day touring
in regular Monday, . Wedtheir English Pubs. Even attraction right
now. Robert
nesday, and Friday 16-week
DEAR ELLEN: Thanks for a delightful letter. I've comthough we all speak the same won this trip for
them through mitted your last paragraph to memory and
classes and must be attended
will henceforth
language, they find just being his Honda business,
and this follow your generous example. IP.S. And why not tell a wellon this date at Murray State
in a different country, tends to happens to be the
third trip for groomed elderly man how nice HE looks, too.
University.
make things different, with them - first they won
a trip to
different emphasis. Although Japan, then a week in
DEAR ABBY: Will you please settle a slight dispute beHawaii
Three Day workshop in book
Vickie laughingly says, the and now the jewel of
them all - tween my husband and me'?
decoration
, papermaking
Alper markets are the same Europe.
We live in a quiet, residential, middle-class area of- oneequipment,
tools,
and
family homes:My husband and I both work. He prefers
papermaking will open today.
mowing our lawn as early as possible on the weekend.
A demonstration and Display
I think we should wait until 11 a.m. Our lawn mower is a
will be at the Calloway County
noisy electric job.
Public Library from 10 a.m. to
M.W.IN BAYSIDE, N.Y.
We are iery pleased to
12 noon. Demonstration of
announce that Sherri
DEAR H.: I'm with you. A "quiet, residential
papermaking tools and
Requarth. bride-elect of
neighborhood" doesn't need a noisy lawnmower going at 7
equipment will be at the Print
or 8 a.m. on a Sunday morning.
Randall Scot(
. has selecLab, Fine Arts Center,
ted her potters.. crystal.
Murray State University,
CONFIDE
NTIAL
TO PARENTS WHO ARE SENDING
and sterling from our
from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For
THEIR CHILDREN OFF TO BOARDING SCHOOL OR
complete bridal registry.
information call 762-3784.
COLLEGE FOR THE FIRST TIME: Don't bombard your
Sherri and Randall
child with "miss you" calls. Allow him (or her) to develop inwill be married October
Hazel Senior Citizens will
dependence and grow up. Don't encourage your child to
6. 197'9.
have activities at the Hazel
come home if he's lonesome at first. Sticking it out and over
coming his loneliness will help him to grow and mature
Community Center starting at
socially and emotionally.
10 a.m

She Confesses
To an Allergy

The Shon)case

ho said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
ew booklet"What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby
32 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose 81 and a
ong, stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope, please.

Al-A-Thon will meet at 8
p.m. at Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics. For
information call 437-4229.
Veterans' Aptitude Test will
be given in Room 101, Ordway
Hall, Murray State University, starting at 8:30 a.m.

C.Men's NOW
$
15
88
Reg.*22"

Reg.*14"

D.Boys' NOW
$888
Reg.*12"

Genuine rust suede trims this comfort lined Coaster'7,
Padded collar and tongue. New two-tone bottom.
B. Fall's fashion hit! Genuine leather Highlights619 wooden
clog with sa.s.sv kiltie trim. Available in antique tan.
This Lingo leather Coasters is brimming with comfort
and laiod looks. Tricot lining, padded upper, cushioned
arch, and padded collar atop a silver cloud bottom.
P. This genuine suede Coaster6')provides lots of durability
and comfort for growing feet. Padded collar. New super
flexible bottom. In warm ran
Specials good through this weekend.
A

_Good shoes don't have to be expensive?

E 1979 Volume Shoe Coroonlitiollid

Murray Central shopping Center Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily, 12-6 p.m. Sunday

Special
celebration
featuring country and western
music, U. S. Navy Band,
Country Empire, along with
square dancing, homemade
ice cream, cakewalks, etc.,
sponsored by the Puryear
Lions Club, will be held at the
town square, Puryear, Tenn.,
from 6 to 10 p.m.

Artoraft Studios
!is Sot 1219 753 0035
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Canvas Handbags

c•
as

Straw Handbags

br

Reg. to 15"
re
is
ft

Bargains
1-Tops

Pants

Twill Jeans
Handbags

Shorts

Coordinates
fr

Nylon Coats

a

Nylon Gowns
,,- Cotton Gowns

Reg. to 19'9

$3
sists‘

Bargains
1 & 2 Piece Dresses
Long Dresses fr

fr—

•

Jacket Dresses

Sun Dresses
Jr. — Misses — Halfsizes

Reg. to 39"

$7

fur Film Service
At k Distort

FRE,FlASN CRIES,
CAMERAS, FRAMER,

Sunday.Sept.9
Reunion of the descendants
of the late Henry and Alice
Second day of Tr -County
Darnall will be held at
Kenlake State Park. A basket - Arts and Crafts Guild Festival
dinner will be served at 1 p.m. '79 will be held from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. at the Paris Landing
Reunion of the descendants State Park.
COLD MICE
of the late P. Colson and Susan
LONDON (A?)— ExBoatwright Colson will be held
at the shelter house, Kenlake terminators say that mice
State Park, with a basket which go foraging in a London
lunch to be served about 1 meat market are developing
p.m. For information call 474- long fur coats to protect them
from the chill inside the cold8873.
storage units.

Shorts

Second day of Murray Lions
Club Candy Sale with
proceeds to go to sight conservation will be held from 8
a.m. to 2 p.m.

Tr -County Arts and Crafts
Guild will present Festival '79
at the Paris Landing State
Park from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Seventh Annual Day of the
District
Paris
United
Methodist Women will be held
at the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church near
Hazel at 2:30 p.m.

Pants

Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

The Golden Tones will
present a program of music at
the Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene, Kirksey, at 7:30
p.m.

Murray-Calloway County
League of Women Voters will
hold a membership coffee at
10 a.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. All interested persons are invited and call 7530151 for information.

Sunday,Sept.9
Last day of workshop on
book decoration will be held
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Pnnt Lab, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.

Bargains

The WMU Training Day at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly will continue today
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

$988

Saturday,Sept.8

/cult afe
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Saturday,Sept.8
Captain Wendell Ourj.
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. James M. Byrn, 1117
Circarama Drive.

A.Ladies' NOW

Payless
ShoeSource

Workshop
in
book
decoration will be held from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Print Lab,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.

WMU Training Day for all
members and leaders of
Baptist adult and youth
organizations will be held at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m.
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Sporty Fall Fashions
Put your budget on good
footing with super savings
on these selected
footwear values.

Saturday,Sept.8
Baptist Student Union will
sponsor a free cookout and
tour for foreign students to the
Land Between the Lakes. The
group will meet at the BSU
Center at 10 a.m., and call 7535771 for information and
reservations.

Central Shopping Center - Murray, Ky.
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In addition, no protest is inteneded to
mar the high character of Judge
Lassiter's court. But take the major
complaints, as recorded by Mr. Nixon
as major "offenses" and published lir
the newspaper as a starting point and
branch out for comment.
"Scaling paint on the walls of areas
where ingredients are stored." Isn't
that a horrendous indictment! Then
why not close up the paint companies
responsible for selling inferior Ilex? It
is assumed that ingredients are
-.reasonably protected from pollution
from any source upon being stored, as
can be found in virtually every storage
facility in the county excepting those
brand new buildings. How many persons do y,ou imw who have been contaminated by falling paint shreds on
"stored foods"? You would conclude
the Human Resources would make of
the insignificant paint peeling a Three
Mile Island atomic catastrophe abase
on the countryside. It might be in the
peeling paint fantasies of cantankerous
government agents finding fault with
every little successful business across
the nation.
Another major health hazard "A
crack in the back door that might allow
vermin to enter the building." Man
alive, isn't a crack a calamity to the
preservation of the race. Had cracks in
doors been a vermin passageway of
note, we know of one little family back
on the farm who maintained an interstate highway for vermin. Perhaps
Mr. Nixon should erect a Mickey Mouse
sign, posted in Human Resources
verbage, "Please go under the door,
Mickey, the crack is a violation of the
'might allow' regulation." There's a
crack, all right, but it is, in this opinion,
sadly misplaced in physical location,
but should have been more appropriately designated within the
Human Resources mentality.
Here's another blowout of monstrous
proportions: "Product overflow buildup of stove speed burners." Is there
such a meticulous homemaker who has
never permitted a pot to boil over nor
allowed the burner to await an appropriate hour for cleaning? What in
the sam hill has that got to do with the
purity of the product in the pot? If the
little fries back on the farm had have
been required to throw away the candy
every time it boiled over, there
wouldn't have been a batch of candy to
sweeten their gullets. But that's what
the guvment gay blades are decreeing
for a up and coming little enterprise in
our home county.
Hold your noses and run for the dear
life, chilluns,for they have struck at the
CIA (Cockroaches Investigaton Army )
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in addition to the regularity of Mickey
Mouse. But here are the facts, according to the press release: "Two
dead cockroaches and unine mice
pellets." Never did call them by that
name, Mickey, but it's nice to know the
more acceptable term, but they have
always been "mice signs" to this
department. Have lived 76 years
without being ill despite the fact those
pesky critters have been unwelcomed
nuisances.
The fact the cockroaches were dead
was positive proof that a preventive
effort had been made to throttle their
ornery presence.
Nothing could be more appropriate
for government agents than going
around the country counting mice signs
for it is impossible to conceive of more
meritorious efforts and rewarding
activity for Human Resources.
In conclusion were listed "buckling of
the floor of the storage area, pits in the
floor of the kitchen and weeds around
he back door." Is that a crime against
humanity or a pollutant of candy? How
many of us wouldn't be serving life
terms in the penitentiary provided we
would have been given 10 days for each
offense in our lifetime? Did you know
that hand-milking a cow in the stable
would be far greater polluting effort
than all the above listing put together?
If the foregoing constitute "unsanitary
conditions" of sufficient merit to close
down a thriving young industry in
Calloway County the entire system of
free enterprise is in for a foreclosure.
Regrettably, this writer has lost faith
In the hordes of official jobholders
swallowing up welfare of the nation
through , uncontrolled bureacrats
swarming over the land like a plague.
Maybe,the thought has occurred to you
as it has to us that wretched effort is
being made to wipe out all little
struggling enterprises in the country.
Even to the event of con-uping peanutheaded jobholders to participate in the
nefarious elimination process. This is a
home county concern, struggling for
dear life to make ends meet, hiring 60
employees making use of an abandoned
schoolhouse, providing the sinews of
corrununity life to Almo, but being
harrassed out of business by a horde of
jobholders waving a polluted banner in
the name of sanitary conditions. Stand
up for your fellow citizens; chase out
the disguised government vermin infiltrating every kitchen; protect and
defend each and every infant industry;
support your fellow citizens as you
would have them support you.
Where are those people who
yesterday, as Jim Garrison said to this
reporter Tuesday, who were always
ready and prepared to foster, support,
and develop wholesome growth of this
good town and county? That remark
prompted us to return to the old role of
defending those of whom it was our
sincere opinion were being unduly
harrassed. (Floyd Nixon is not related
to Richard Nixon.)

A total of 3,200 rural mail boxes are
served by the eight rural mail carriers
from the Murray Postoffice, according
to Lester Nanny, postmaster.
Deaths reported include Mrs Carl A.
Hazel) Arteberry, 51.
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Miller were
honored at an open house held Aug. 24
in celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary
Births reported include a girl,
Tanuny Leeann,to Mr. and Mrs. Teddy
Barnett on Sept. 3.
The 1969 Murray High Tigers began
their grid season with a 40 to 2 victory
over the Pilots of Fulton County.
Members of the Calloway County
Country Club Swim Team who were
presented trophies at the awards' night
program were Ashley Smock, Howard
Boone, Seth Alan Warner, Donna
Keller, Tammy Boone, Bryan Warner,
Brent Austin, Brad Boone, Rhonda
Garland, Michele Richardson, Tony
Boone, Robbie Hibbard, Mary Ann
Taylor, Diana Boone, Tommy Keller,
Tim Shown, and David Keller.
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Mickey Mouse
And Bureaucrats

The plight of the owner, Floyd Nixon,
should become a problem of the first
magnitude for every thinking person in
this county in the presentation of a
united front in opposition to the
capricious activities of the Department
of Human Resources, based upon the
major items published in Wednesday's
newspaper.
In no way does this source of comment defend legitimate violatons in
support of the Pure Food and Drug Act,
but as a citizen abhors nit-picking of
mobile health agents fluttering in and
out of the County playing havoc with a
small operation in an obvious attempt
to drive it out of business. Further, be it
understood no brief is presented in
defense of Mr. Nixon as an individual.
No hand is in the cookie jar, although
admit he has been a casual acquaintance.

1

10 ears Ago

(;nest Commentary

By Kerby Jennings
A restraining order has been filed by
the Kentucky Department of Human
Resources against the Kentucky
Products, Inc., of Aline charging
violations of Kentucky Law. The order
has been sustained in Calloway County
Circuit Court, thus assuming the small
industry of Alrno will cease business
until an adjudication of the complaints,
idling some 40 or more production
workers in addition to an estimated 20
or more salesmen.

Looking Back

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Do You Know Anyone Who Fought
In World War I To Help Us Out?
Do you know anyone who served in
the Army during or fought in World
War I?
Kathy Pasco would like to know.
Kathy is a graduate student at Murray
State in the history department and is
assigned to the Forrest Pogue Oral
History Program.
What she would like would be to sit
down with anyone who was in World
War I, or with anyone who remembers
a brother, a father, a friend or a
relative who was in the war coming
home and sharing their experiences.
She would like to get all this on tape as
part of a verbal history of that era for
their oral history archives at the
university.'
She is primarily interested in anyone
in the Jackson Purchase who was there
or knew someone who was. If you can
help her out, her office phone at the
university is 762-2231, while her home
phone is 753-5791.
Surely, there are a lot of folks around
who would fit this bill. She just needs to
know how to get in touch with some of
them.
Dr. Jim Hammack is in charge of the
university's oral history program, and
Dr. Terry Strieter is in charge of the
Jackson Purchase part of the program.
Already, they have shelves and
shelves full of tape recordings of the
voices of prominent Kentuckians in all
walks of life as they share their
memories and experiences with the
interviewers to be preserved for years
to come and for future historians to use
in "keeping the record straight."
+++
Judy Magee edits and publishes the
Advance-Yeoman at Wickliffe, and in
her column, "Looking Ahead," the
other day, she passed along the story
making the rounds on how to save
money by burning wood. Dr. Jim
Frank, one of the physical education
professors at Murray State, saw it and
passed it along to me.

Letters To The Editor

Thanks For Help

Some fellow had itemized his account
of how much burning wood instead of
heating with electricity or natural gas
had saved him. His expense sheet, as
Mrs. Magee listed it, read like this:
Stove, pipe installation, etc., $458.00.
Chain saw, $149.95.
Gas and maintenance for the chain
saw, $44,60.
Four-wheel drive pickup in which to
haul the wood, $8,379.04.
Four-wheel drive pickup maintenance, $438.00.
Replace rear window of pickup
(smashed twice by tossed wood),
$310.00.
Fine for cutting unmarked tree in a
state forest, $500.00.
Fourteen cases of beer for helpers on
wood-cutting expeditions, $50.00.
Uttering fine, $50.00.
Tow charge from creek, $50.00.
Doctor's fee for removing splinter
from an eye, $45.00.
Safety glasses, $49.50.
Emergency room treatment for toe
broken by dropped log, $125.00.
Safety shoes, $49.50.
New living room carpet to replace
one with burned holes, $800,00.
Paint walls and ceiling, $110.00.
Chimney brush and rods, $45.00.
Log splitter, $150.00.
Fifteen acre woodlot, $9,000.00.
Replace coffee table which was
chopped up and burned during a
drinking spree, $75.00.
Divorce settlement, $33,678.22.
Total first year's costs, $54,922.81.
Savings in "conventional" fuel the
first year, $62.37.
Net cost of first year of woodburning,
$54,815.44.
+++
You might remember the column of a

few days ago in which I reported the
loss of Herb Hurley's golf clubs off his
golf cart as he was returning to Benton
with the cart in a pickup truck after
playing the Murray Country Club
course.
I was happy to learn that the column
had helped Herb find his clubs. He had
just about given them up as lost when
the column appeared. Someone here in
Murray called him that night to tell him
they had found them along 641 north
and was hoping someone would report
them missing.
Herb had had that particular set of
clubs for about three years, played
quite well with them and was tickled
pink to get them back.
Neither the fall off the back of the
pickup, nor the bounces along the highway had damaged them other than a
scratch or two.
All's well that ends well.

44++

shirts for participants have arrived and
may be picked up from Ted Delaney at
The Murray Ledger & Times office, 103
N. 4th Street.)

Memories
Dear Editor:
The photograph in the August 25 issue
of the Ledger & Times of the old L &
depot brings back many memories to
retired automobile mechanics. In 1922 1
worked for the E. J. Beal Motor Co
when Model T Fords were selling as
fast as they were received. They were
shipped in by rail and unloaded at the L
St N depot. The auto chassis was contained in one box car and the bodies in a
different car. We would remove the
chassis to the platform, make up the
wheels, and place the body on the
chassis. We would then insert the six
body bolts and make up the fenders and
running boards. After we filled the
engine with oil, water and five gallons
of gasoline the Model T was ready to
drive.
The dealership was owned by the late
Elmus J. Beal and was located at
Maple and Fifth Streets where the
Ward & Elkins building is at present
The mechanics were Hill Gardner,
Boyce Jones, L. Robertson, M.-Cooper
and myself. Cleave Ross was service
manager whose son owns the Ross
Service Station at 15th and Main. The
secretary was Miss Ola Johnson.
The weather never got too hot or cold
to stop the assembly of Model T Fords
at the old L & N depot!
Very truly yours,
Alva Thompson
305 WoocUawn
Murray, Ky. 42071

30 Years Ago
Murray High School opened today
with an estimated 750 students, according to W. Z. Carter, superintendent
of schools. Speakers at the opening
exercises were Attorney Hall Hood and
the Rev Dr. H. C. Chiles.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jesse
G. Maupin, 71, and Henry Dixon.
Joe Fitch and his wife, the former
Jane Jones of Murray, have left for
Bozeman, Montana, where he will
teach at Montana State College.
New officers of the American Legion
Auxiliary are Mrs. August Wilson, Mrs.
Bertha Neil Shroat Dunn, Mrs. Jeddie
Cathey, Mrs. Claude Anderson, Mrs.
Macon Erwin, Mrs. Otto Swann, Mrs.
Eva Blankenship, and Mrs. Thomas
Bell.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Grogan have
returned to their home in Detroit,
Mich., after being the guests of
relatives and friends here.
"He Walked By Night" starring
Richard Basehart and Scott Brady is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.

Today In History
•
•
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The Story Of

-179

Calloway
County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1171
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Dear Editor:
In the behalf of the children at St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital, I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees for the outstanding job you did
with your bike-a-thon. The hospital has
acknowledged the $464.55 which was
raised to us here at the regional office.
Our spring bike rides here in the
central region brought in over
$115,000.00 for the children at S. Jude's
and nationally over one million dollars
was raised. The JC's were a major part
of our success and we appreciate the
concern and dedication to children with
catastrophic diseases.
Groups such as the JC's are just as
important to our children as the doctors
working to save each life, and the
scientist who use the knowledge ined
to save cancer victims everywhere.
Because of their help we are able to
care for the children who come to St.
Jude Hospital, without further burdening their families with medical bills.
All patients are treated without charge.
And the results of our research work
is shared freely through the active
participation of our doctors in medical
organizations, research papers,
medical journals, and direct contact
with doctors all over the world.
So the bike-a-thon funds will work in
several ways to save lives at St. Jude,
and in hospitals everywhere. Again,
thank you for caring enough to become
Involved in our work and for the sake of
the children who benefit from your
efforts, I sincerely hope we will be able
to work together again next year.
Sincerely,
Larry Young .
Regional Director
(EDITOR'S NOTE: According to a
Jaycee spokesman, backpacks and T-

Murray College High School will open
on Sept. 7, according to Wilson Gantt,
director.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Allie
Turner, 80, and Kimberly Kay Lee,
infant girl.
Leslie H. Ellis, Jr., William E.
Dodson, Donald B. Hunter, Cyrus S.
Layson, David L. Pinson, Ottis P.
Valentine, Jr., and Charles P. Shields of
Calloway County have returned home
after attending the summer camp of the
439th CAMG Company at Fort Meade,
Md.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Shahan, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Elmo Barrow, a girl to Mr.and Mrs.
Edgar Washburn,a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Stanfill, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Pat 0. Coleman.
The Murray High School Tigers
marked up a win in the opening game of
the current football season when they
beat the Halls, Tenn., team 22 to 6 at
Holland Stadium last night.

••-++++4-4-0-0-4-04-4-4-h-+

The tide of events which would stamp 1914 as a Season of
Calamities in Calloway County came a bit late in the season. Before
the storm a Mr. Neal opened the Pyrene Theatre, a movie house
showing three big reels daily just east of the square on Main Street.
His adventure was short lived before he disposed of the enterprise
to C. C. Durrick. Other lesser notable achievements was the outfitting of the new court house with a Ladiet"' Room, furnished with
public pressure proceeds exacted via the county newspaper publicity
route similar to the cash subscription drive for the gravel roads the
previous year. Not to be outdone, a Commercial Club was organized in Hazel for a successful campaign for a "water works and
electric lights for that lively state-line town."
This was the historical year launching World War I. Little did
our people grasp the economic effect this tragic event would have
upon the county, but with the terse announcement that French
capital underwriting the new interurban system linking Murray with
Paducah and Mayfield had been frozen, the shock came home. The
line would not be built.
Compared with the more recent years, folks had little to crow
about in the world of progress other than educational endeavors.
Murray High School announced the installation of a telephon..,
microscope costing $30, large number of chemicals and two sinks
with running water, "an accomplishment Murray could be proud of."
At Kirksey School and High School, two year level, officials named
B. C. Langston principal, Fred Gingles first assistant, and Miss
Burnia Washer in charge of the primary grades.
Murray High boasted a 1914 graduating class of 11 seniors,
which included Corinne Sledd, Lena Pool, Mary McElrath, Hilda
Williams, Ola Edwards, Mary Cutchin,' Adrian Barnett, Hugh Melugin, Loyd Byrd, Hal Jennings, and Hayden Roberts. Teachers
for the upcoming year at MHS were Jimmie Jones, principal; C. H.
Jaggers and .Miss Rubie Wear, assistants; Joe Whitnell, 9th grade;
Mrs. H. P. Wear, 8th; Miss Wadie Miller, 7th; Miss Essie Harrison,
6th; Miss Lula Holland, 5th, Miss Annie Underwood, 4th; Miss
Maggie Houston, 3rd; Miss Verna Robertson, 2nd, and Miss Novella
Glasgow, 1st.

To Be Continued

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 6, the 249th
day of 1979. There are 116 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1620, the Pilgrims set
sail from Plymouth, England, on the
Mayflower to settle in the new world.
On this date:
In 1901, President William McKinley
was shot by an anarchist in Buffalo,
N.Y. He died eight days later, and
Theodore Roosevelt became president.
In 1909, explorer Robert Peary sent
word that he had reached the North
Pole five months earlier.
In 1914, in World War I, the first
Battle of the Marne began.
In 1965, India invaded Pakistan.
In 1972, the Munich Olympic games
resumed after 80,000 people paid tribute
to the 11 Israeli athletes killed in a
terrorist attack.
In 1973, former United Mine Workers
president W.A. "Tony" Boyle was
charged in the death of union rival
Joseph Yablonski.
Ten years ago: the United States
formally recognized the Revolutionary
Command Council that seized power in
Libya.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford established a clemency review
board to consider the cases of Vietnamera deserters and draft dodgers.
One year ago: a Soviet prosecutor
asked that American businessman
Francis Crawford be given a five-year
suspended sentence on currency
speculation charges.
Today's birthday: Sen. John Melcher
of Montana is 55 years old.
Thought for today: Mediocrity knows
nothing higher than itself, but talent
instantly recognizes genius — Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930) in "The
Valley of Fear."

Bible Thought
And (God) said, my presente shall
go with thee, and I will give thee
rest. Exodus 33:10
the 0015 ilui, !us! this "world will
ever experience is the rest cif one who
is in the Kind ut Cod and under His
total control
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Support The Laker'
Attend Friday's Game

Calloway County linemen are, first row: Shawn
Jones, Steve Cherry, Tony Hendon and Don
Hargrove. In back are Kevin Kernel!, Richard
Young, Mark Roberts and Terry Sledd.
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Savings & Loan Assn.
MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

Calloway County
vs. McLean County

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

FSLIC

See The New
90 Series

4-Wheel Drive
At McKeel
Coming Soon

Friday 7:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
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McKeel Equipment
503 Walnut
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Axial Flow Combines

The Worlds Most Advonced Combine
Wavier of Interest on Used
Combines Until May 1, 1980
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Ray T. Brooch
Terry Brood,
309 South Fifth
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Murray-Mayfield
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Ft. Campbell's Patterson Wary
Of Season Despite 1978 Crown
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

lessen the pressure on his
team to defend its state title.
"I think the burden would be
there if we were still in Class
A," he said. "But this AA) is
generally regarded as the
toughest class in the state, so
it's a new situation for us."

games, we did some
outstanding things on offense,
but it was spotty. Now we're
after consistency."
Ironically, both coaches are
working with the largest
squads they have had since
their head coaching stints at
their respective schools —
Hine says Murray will have Hina with around 57 and Patthe use of Albert Ball, a jwiior terson with about 60.
"And we're going to need
fullback, for the first time this
one of them in the next
every
both
missed
Ball
season.
preseason scrimmages and two weeks," Patterson laughthe Tigers' first two games. ed. Following the Murray
"That definitely will improve High game, the Falcons meet
Heath, the preseason favorite
our depth at that position."
Though Hina feels defense to take the Class AA state
will dominate Friday, he also CrOWII.
"We were at the top last
says that the season is well
enough along for the Tiger of- year in Class A," Patterson
fense to begin improving its said. "This year, though,
finess. "In both our first two we're fighting for our lives."
drawing a holding penalty?
"Those things happened to
us early, and we let them
upset us for the rest of the
game," he said."We feel very
good about our offense talentwise. Our execution is just going to have to improve."

To coach Marshall Patterson, there's some good news
and some bad news in regard
to his Ft. Campbell High
School football team.
First,the good:
..- The Falcons are the defenMurray High is 2-0, but its
ding Class A state champions, offense stumbled last week in
and 27 members of that squad a 4-0 victory over Reidland in
return.
a game that produced two
--They walloped Hancock safeties as the winning
County 54-0 last week in their margin.
season opener.
"There are several things
Now the bad:
we've had to ask ourselves,"
Ft. Campbell moved to the said Murray High coach John
tough Class AA before this Hina. "Things like why did we
season.
fumble with a first and goal
...Only four starters are situation at their one-yard line
back from the 1978 squad.
last week? Or, why did we
So, when the Falcons and give away a touchdown by
Murray High tangle in the
Tigers'home opener Friday at
8 p.m. in Ty Holland Stadium,
Patterson admits his squad
could meet a rude awakening.
"A game like that (against
Hancock County) to open your
season so many times is more
bad for you than good," says
Patterson, who has coached
Ft. Campbell to two state
titles during his 16-year
"A team can get a
this
far
tenure.
thus
squad
High
Murray
the
of
rest
the
and
(76)
Jones
Zech
(75),
rhe lights have shown brightly for Jon Wissman
of itself."
impression
false
Campbell.
Ft.
against
Friday
come
will
eason as the Tigers have raced to a 2-0 mark. Their sternest test to date,though,
Fortunately for the Falcons,
one of its four starters back is
quarterback Steve Skelton, a
senior who directed his team
to its 15-13 victory over thenunbeaten Paintsville last year
in the state title game.
This season marks the first
that teams must play every
other team in its district, maknever played before, but I don't believe
losses.
By TONY WILSON
to
wants
that
for six each for Ft. Camping
after
anyone
is
away
meanwhile,
turning
McLean County,
Ledger &Crimes Sports Editor
bell and Murray High. "Given
compete," Miller said.
its first winning season. Never in its six
a choice, I would rather start
It's whole new ballgame for John
Laker fullback Shane Morton is
previous seasons has it happened,
our district play a little later
Milb this season at McLean County,
probably out for the season due to a
though last year's 5-7 mark was close.
list
the
But
the year. But playing six
Outland.
in
score
to
says
failed
have
injury,
and admits he couldn't be happier.
too,
knee
Both squads,
games now makes that almost
"loppen to believe there's more to
doesn't stop there. Mike Shipwash will
this year. But though the L.akers have
Calloway County tackle Terry Sledd didn't seem too pleased with a play during a Laker loss
impossible," says Patterson.
highchool than football, and there's
be hampered with a hamstring pull,
suffered lopsided losses to Union
this season. He and his teammates will go after their first victory Friday against
earlier
to
games,"
and
move
the
injury
feels
winning
thumb
Patterson
mono football than
Don Hargrove has a
County and Marshall County, McLean's
County at Roy Stewart Stadium.
McLean
way,
a
starter
in
does,
doubtful
AA
ge
a
Class
is
Breckinrid
to
saidaller, who admits he's had some
Pearson
20-0
been
Mike
have
defeats
past.
the
in
Call
shoulder.
theory
objeors to that
because of a sore
County and 27-0 to Grayson County.
Solthough he is already 0-2 in his
them respectable romps.
"We've been hit hard the last two
first eason as the Cougars coach,
weeks, and a lot of our kids are sore,"
were just down 13-0 at the half to
"We
situation.
Mill( feels he is in a good
said Outland. "But their attitude has
Grayson County, and they were ranked
"Theraerest is here, and the cornMiller.
says
state,"
the
been very good."
in
20
top
in the
munr really gives its support. With
good about that
To match up against McLean County,
pretty
feel
we
"So
thosewo things, you can't he but be
Outland says Calloway must cut off the
game."
-succeful sooner or later."
corners on defense and improve its kick
Miller warns one of his seniors, Bill
Sums is something neither
any game with
in
explode
protection. "Marshall County blocked
could
Heisler,
McCht County nor Calloway County,
talent. "I haven't
of our punts and could probably
two
outstanding
his
Roy
its 7:: p.m. opponent Friday at
the most
probably
He's
blocked more," he said. "But
out.
have
him
figured
Strwa . Stadium, has enjoyed this
been working on that this week,
I've coached since Victor
back
we've
talented
deposits.
says
seasoriBut the faith remains,
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time
and we feel better about that area
Grubbs (of Trigg County)," he says.
deposit
minimum
Outland.
Stan
The
iach
days).
'Aker
now."
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182
"But he is always hot or cold,and if he's
or
$10,000
"We fd like this will be our first really
of
amount
any
pointin
And scoring points, a basic ingredient
hot, well, we could score a lot of
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made
good (ince at competing on an even
these
on
interest
of
ding
to winning football games, is something
compoun
s.
more. Federal regulations prohibit the
basis.'
maturity. This
the Leiters must do more than once to
Though the McLean County squad
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at
Bottehools are striving for the most
defeat McLean County, Outland says.
will be substantially smaller than
September
through
now
from
d
Calloway,
basic i-goals. Outland says
9.775% rate is effective on certificates purchase
"The punch hasn't been there yet. But if
either of the first two Laker opponents,
in itsfirst-ever season of varsity
we can keep them from jumping ahead
12, 1979.
its roster of about 35 will still far outfootba, is simply looking for irnCalloway's mid 205 figure.
early and setting the tempo, I'm connumber
proveant each week and not confident we'll make a good showing "
"We've got seven or eight who have
cernin itself so much with wins and

No Losing For Someone

Either Calloway, McLean To Take First Win

Wholl Pay You 9.775% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?

WHO'LL PAY YOU 7.95% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?
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Tanner Avenges Earlier Defeat,
Upends Top-Seeded Bjorn Borg
Y WILNER
(
4
ByIIAR
AP S rts Writer
— The setting
NEM YO
couldi't hire been more
dranetic.
Ligltning flashed in the
dietarre. JeA flew through the
fog oterhad with booming
regulaity. Raindrops fell
internetertly and a nearcapacikt National Tennis
Center cowd roared with
each skit And lurking just a
few ils aways was a
tropic torm.
s Roscoe Tanner's
It
rocke those serves that can
travel -better than 150 mph.
It wa . jorn Borg's Swedish
times
thundebolts, at
travelkg faster than Tanner's
cannorkalls.
And it was so much more,
for thii was the new Tanner,
the odd that covers the
court Ilk a rain squall,
volleys vith precision and
constantapplies pressure.
And it Nes the old Borg, the
unflappable No. 1 seed and
Wimbledon
four-tine
champion in quest of the
. d Slam, digging
tennis Gan
deep. deter into his impressive akenal.
At the Ind, when Storg's
backhand tervice return was
wide, the 0th-seeded Tanner
clenched as fists skyward.
HurricaneRoscoe had struck
Flushing neadow.
Tanner, kho lost a thrilling
five-set fhal to Borg at
Winibledoi won perhaps the

biggest match of his career
Wednesday in the U.S. Open.
Hi* 6-2, 4-6, 6-2, 7-6 quarterfinal victory was accomplished with the aid of 11
aces, 17 service winners and
Tanner's unfaltering confidence.
'I found out right away what
I did could work," said
Tanner, who until Wimbledon
had never reached the final in
a major tournament. "It gave
me confidence.
"I served well when I was in
trouble and that's what it
came down to. That and being
lucky.••
Tanner appeared anything
but lucky when, serving at 5-3
in the fourth set and after
slamming his 11th ace of the
match to save a break point,
one of his serves hit the net
and the net collapsed. A sevenminute delay followed while a
new net was put in place.
"That gives you too much
time to sit and think," Tanner
said. "All I thought was,'two
more aces."
Before play resumed, Borg
and Tanner were allowed a
short warmup. They exchanged friendly pit-pats to
loosen up, then went back to
war.
Tanner immediately hit a
service winner for his first
mAtch point. After a long
rally,borg hit a short lob and
Tanner extended heavenward
for the overhead smash that
would win the match.

"When I saw it, I felt very
lucky," he admitted. "After I
hit it, I felt very unlucky.
"I mistimed it and overhit
it," he added of the overhead.
which soared into the first row
of seats.
Tanner got another match
point when Borg hit a
backhand out but he hit a
forehand into the net for deuce
and Borg passed him twice to
draw to 4-5.
Borg then held serve, his
seventh ace securing the 5-5
tie.
You can't think you've
blown the match or else you
probably have blown it,"
Tanner noted. "I was
thinking, 'Let's get back the
concentration,el
Both held serve again to
head into the tiebreaker. Borg
made four clear errors in the
tiebreaker, which Tanner won
7-2.
Asked what was different
about this match and the
Wimbledon final, Tanner
cracked,"The ending.
"Wimbledon has been a
factor in my play overall
everywhere," added Tanner,
who next meets the winner of
tonight's Vitas GerulaitisJohan Kriek quarterfinal.
"You realize you can play in
that category - with the
champions."
Borg, who has never won the
U.S. Open, credited Tanner
with "always putting the
pressure on my serve and

getting his first serve in on
the important points."
Two women reached the
semifinals Wednesday, top
seed Chris Evert and No. 9
Billie Jean King. They'll play
in a semifinal after Evert
topped
No. 5 Evonne
of
Cawley
Goolagong
Australia 7-5, 6-2, and King
defeated longtime rival
Virginia Wade of Britain, the
No.4 seed,6-3, 7-6.
"I haven't played Billie
Jean since Wimbledon in '78,"
said Lloyd, who's seeking her
fifth straight Open title. "1
always enjoy playing her. She
brings out the best in me." •
seed
Second
Martina
Navratilova has a quarterfinal encounter with No. 8
Kerry Reid of Australia
tonight while Tracy Austin.
the third seed, played
unranked West German
Sylvia Hanika.

Season Tickets
To Be On Sale
Student season tickets for
the six Murray High home
football games will be on sale
through Friday in all the city
schools.
The Tigers play Fort Campbell in their home opener Friday.
Booster Meeting Set
A meeting of the Murray
Tiger Boosters Club will be
held Sunday at 2 p.m.
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If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate only 1'4%
below the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate
*for September is 7.95% and yields 8.274%. The rate on new certificates is determined the first of each month.
WHO'LL PAY YOU 514% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 5'4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.

WHOIL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

A substantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of
deposit.

PEOPLES IBANK
MURRAY
Member FDIC
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Ohio Valley Conference Football

Feix Offers No Crying Towel
In Discussing This KU Squad
By the Associated Press
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. Going into his 12th year at
Western Kentucky University,
head football Coach Jinuny
Feix is having trouble these
: days finding enough things to
complain about.
This time a year ago, the
eternal pessimist had plenty
of ammunition.
Western had suffered its
worst football season I 1-8-1 in
history the year before, and
many of those youngsters who
had taken their lumps were
still a little on the green side
going into the 1978 season.
A year's experience apparently
was all the
Hilltoppers needed, however.
• They stunned the rest of the
Ohio Valley Conference with 'a
perfect 6-0 league mark, and
finished 8-2 overall.
With most of last year's key
players back agaista this fall,
Feix has thrown away his
crying towel.
Western
returns nine

starters from last year's offense that averaged 25 points a
game, while there are seven
holdovers from last year's
league-leading defense.
"We're obviously very
excited about the coming
season," conceded Feix,
whose 11-sear record at
Western stands at 79-32-5 for a
.703 percentage.
-When you look at all the
players we have coming back
from last season, you know
we're hoping to have another
good year."
One of the biggest keys to
last year's turnaround was the
development
of
junior
quarterback John Hall.
After struggling throughout
the disastrous 1977 campaign,
Hall hif on 106 of 209 passes
last fall for 1,439 yards and 12
touchdowns.
"During that freshman
season," recalled Feix,"John
couldn't fall out of a boat and
hit the water. He really
matured last year."

Joi ing Hall in,the backfield
this U
11 be junior tailback
Nate Jones
Madisonville,
who rushed for 7 yards a
year ago, and sophomore
fullback Troy Snardon of
Allensville in Todd County,
who has looked impressive in
pre-season drills after switching over from the defensive
secondary.
Other standouts on offense
include all-OVC split end
Eddie Preston, and second
team all-OVC picks Phil Rich
16-4, 260 pounds) and Jeff
Alsup (6-2, 225 pounds ) at the
tackles.
Two all-league performers,
Tony Towns and Reggie
Hayden, are missing from last
year's defense, which often
bent but never broke, but two
transfers from Tennessee are
expected to fill in nicely.
Tim Ford ( 6-4, 245 pounds)
will step in for Towns at
defensive end, while Donnie
Evans 16-4, 230 pounds) will
replace Hayden at linebacker.

Lichtenberg Hopes To Make
Morehead Forget Past Losses
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
Tom Lichtenberg faced a
major rebuilding job when he
arrived from Iowa State this
year to become head football
coach at Morehead State. He
first had to breathe new life
into a team demoralized in
recent years by an incredible
string of heartbreaking losses.
"Our kids are hungry,"
Lichtenberg said Wednesday
in a telephone interview.
"They haven't won. We the
coaches ) are new and that
helps. Plus, we're doing different things and there's
always something new when
they come to practice. All
those things, I think, help our
program."
Lichtenberg had little
ground to lose. The Eagles
were 2-6-1 last season and 1-5
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
They are picked for the OVC
cellar again this season, so
any success will be a bonus.
For encouragement,

Lichtenberg looks at the
resurgence of Iowa State, a
team that was down on its luck
for years.
"When we started. winning
there, we had quality kids with
a pretty good attitude," he
said. "We've got some of the
ingredients here, too. We've
got great, great squad attitude. Our problem is that we
play quality teams every
week."
The Eagles open Sept. 15 at
Kentucky State and that's bad
news to Lichtenberg. The
Thoroughbreds started last
Saturday with a 24-0 beating of
Fayetteville (N.C.(State.
Coaches hate for their first
opponent to get a jump on
them. All the practice in the
world is no substitute for
game experience. But what's
worse is the 'Breds get
another jump this week with a
road game against Mississippi
Valley State. They then will
host Morehead.
• "That's their third game

and
our
first,"
said
Lichtenberg. "We're not
allowed
to
scrimmage
(against other teams) and I
hope when our kids get to play
them, they'll be tired of hitting
on each other."
Kentucky State "has been
able to see their players under
game conditions," said
Lichtenberg. "People ask me.
'How good -are you?' 1 say,
'Compared to what?' When
you play someone else, you
find out.
"We'll be here a month
before we play our first
ballgame. You've got to get
their emotions high and keep
them up. I think this is hump
week. Next week, we can
really start preparing for
Kentucky State."
Tommy Fox probably will
start at quarterback, where
Phil Simms starred before
graduating to the National
Football League.

Altobelli Fired As Giants'Manager
By the Associated Press
When Darold Knowles fired
a baseball wildly, St. Louis
lost another ball game. But
when San Francisco lo•,t
another ball game, it fired Joe
Altobelli.
Knowles, who had come on
in the 11th inning with the
bases loaded to face John
Milner, tried instead to pit k
Bill Robinson off first base. He
hit him instead, the ball
bounded away and two runners bounded across home
plate, giving the Pirates a 7-5
victory over St. Loins that
kept them two games ahead )4
Montreal in the National
League East.
San Francisco, which was
supposed to be in the thick of
things in the West, lost its
seventh in a row, 6-5 to Cincinnati, and Bob Lurie, owner
of the Giants, decided enough
was enough, firing Altobelli
and giving Dave Bristol his
fourth shot at major league
managing.

Baseball Roundup
In the rest of the NI..
Montreal beat Chicago 4-3,
Houston shaded San Diego 4-3
in 10 innings and Los Angeles
beat Atlanta 5-3, also in 10.
The New York Mets' game at

7

Philadelphia was rained out.
It was the second time this
year that a bad pickoff throw
by Knowles has cost St. Louis
a game. It also happened June
8 against San Diego.

Keough with a 12-hit attack in
snapping his personal 14-game
losing streak. With the victory, he avoided recording the
longest losing streak in majorleague history.

Reds 6, Giants 5 - In Cincinnati, homers by George
Foster and Ray Knight and
Dan Driessen's decisive RBIdouble in the seventh inning
helped Fred Norman of the
Reds beat San Francsico for
his 100th major league
triumph. Lurie then made his
decision and gave Altobelli his
talking papers. In 1978
Altobelli was the NL Manager
01 the Year - but the Giants,
80-60 and just four games out
of first place a year ago at this
time, are 61-79 and 18k-2 games
off the pace now.
The job was handed to third
base coach Dave Bristol, who,
has managed for nine seasons
in the majors with Cincinnati
1966-69, Milwaukee ( 1970-72)
and Atlanta ( 1976-77).

California 9, Chicago 8 Mery Rettenmund's two-out
single in the seventh inning
drove in two runs and rallied
California over Chicago. With

In the American League,
Oakland beat Milwaukee 6-1;
Caifornia edged Chicago 9-8;
Minnesota outscored Kansas
City 8-3; Seattle beat Texas 10; Boston blanked New York 50 and Detroit routed Cleveland
9-3. Rain washed out the
Baltimore-Toronto game.
Oakland backed Matt

•
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Leading Two Candidates For The Top Coll
ege
Ranking Should Have Little Trouble With Foes
By WILL GRINISLEY
AP Special Correspondent
"Who's No. 1?"
"We're No. 1."
It's a question - and
response - that inspires
passion among college football buffs. They' start spouting
it with a hoist of index finger
the first week in September
and don't lower it until the
final tabulations after the
bowl games.
Even then, controversy
continues to sizzle.
The "Big Two" in the
preseason poll make their
debut Saturday against
reputable - but not awesome
opponents - and you can
expect talent-loaded Southern
Cal and defending titleholder
Alabama to escape unmarked.
Southern California 33,
Texas Tech 10: It should be a
romp unless Charles White
(1,760 yards and 13 TDs in
1978(takes a trip to China.
Alabama 24, Georgia Tech
14: A bitter rivalry that once
had to be suspended out of fear
of violence. Wishbone lightning.
Purdue 31, Wisconsin 7: A
new look in the Big Ten,
thanks to a 6-5 quarterbacck
named Mark Herrmann and a
slew of slick receivers.
Michigan 49, Northwestern
6: The Wolverines' problem
will be trying to keep the score
respectable without making it
too obvious.
Stanford 28, Tulane 7: On
one condition - that new
coach Rod Dowhower can
keep his young stags off
Bourbon Street.
Florida State 33, Southern
Mississippi 6: The Seminoles
, were all dressed up (8-I),last
year and nowhere to go.
They're bowl hungry.
Michigan State 46, Illinois

13: On probation last year, the
Spartans could play it loose.
Now the)' have to bite the
bullet.
North Carolina State 20,
East Carolina 14: The Wolfpack may be the best in their
league, but Pat Dye can be
hard on the molars.
Washington 30, Wyoming
10: Joe Steele. Tippecanoe and
Tyler, too (Toussaint Tyler,
that is - he runs over and
around you.)

avdp

Texas A&M 23, Brigham
Young 7: This is one the
Aggies will have to win with
their shoes on. Barefoot kicker
Ron Franklin is now a pro.
The others:
EAST
Rutgers 37, Holy Cross 22;
Temple 25, W. Virginia 23.
SOUTH
South Carolina 28, North

MIDWEST
Missouri 34, San Diego State
6; Indiana 25, Iowa 18; Minnesota 23, Ohio U. 6; Ohio
State 27, Syracuse 7; North
Texas State 28, Oklahoma
State 17; Bowling Green 38,
Eastern Michigan 13; New
Mexico State 15, Drake 13;
Eastern Kentucky 14, Kent
State 7; Central Michigan 27,
Western Michigan 3; Ball
State 14, Miami(0.)9.
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SOUTHWEST
Southern Methodist 48, Rice
12; Baylor 28, Lamar 7;
TexasArlington 23, West
Texas State 14

Sullivan Wins 1st Of 3
Intrasquad Tournaments
Lynn Sullivan fired rounds
Of 72-73-71 for an even-par 216
total to win a Murray State intrasquad tournament yesterday at the Murray Country
Club. The tourney is the first
of three to be played that will
determine the top Racer
golfers.
The 16 golfers on the squad
are awarded points for
finishing in the top 10. Following the three tournaments,
thosW0 will be broken down
into Min five-man squads, and
each will compete in the Sept.
21-22 Murray State Intercollegiate, said coach Buddy
Hewitt. Those results will

143livir

determine the traveling
squad.
"These tournaments cut
down on the chances of one of
the better golfers having a bad
round ruin his season," said
Hewitt. "After that many
holes against the others, the
most consistent players
should surface."
John Wedell finished second
withs a 220 total (75-68-77),
while Jon Stanley and Bill
Berg, a returnee from last
year, tied for third at 225.
The rest of the top 10:
Peter Norton, 226, Jeff Zwitter, 2211,
[Mind Mills, 230. Brad Boyd. 232, Mike
McDonald,232. and Steve Corwin,235
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The Scrubbable Paint,

9.97 AL.

Combines scrubbable
hard finish with a
soft
look that's ideal for
walls
and woodwork in any
room
EZ

SELECT
LATEX FLAT
WALL FINISH
6 Colors White

BASEBALL
Natloaal League
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS- Fired Joe
Altobelli. manager Named Dave Bnstol
interim manager

9
13
18
21

sksarrtuu.i.
Naltoaal Basketbai Association
DETROIT PISTONS-Signed Ken
Jones, forward, to a 'multi-year, makia
good- contract

3.1
3
8
15
17h
66

INDIANA PACERS- Signed Ann
Meyer's. guard-forward, to a one-year
antra.4
ISOCKEY
National Hockey League
DETROIT RED WINGS- Signed Reed
Larson, clefenseman, Rick Starlike and
Dennis Sobchsak, enter,, and Dan Las
W. right wing

Thursday's Games
Toronto
Edge 2-1
at Baltimore
D Martinez 14-12i, ni
New York i Hood 44,46 Detroit ,Wdeca
1141, in)
Chicago Trout $-7i at California Frost
Only games scheduled

Americas Hockey League
SYRACUSE FIREBIRDS- Signed
formal workuu agreement with the Pa
Mural) Penguins of the NHL Namd
Michel Parueau head coach
FOOTBALL
Natlesal Football League
CHICAGO
BEARS Signer
Deloplaine. running back

Wire your local independent hardware merchant
with national chain-buying power

wwwunmania,

7/1112
-17/a&e,
HARDWARE STORE
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finest house paint contains acrylic
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stands chalking - so colors resist
fading And II adhere
better - so there's less chance
of cracking, blistering
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peeling Applies easily, covers
most surfaces in one coa
Dries fast-to reduce dust and
bug collection. Tools clea
Quickly and easily in soapy water
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LATEX
CAULK

Easy application and
cleanup Adheres well to
all surfaces Use indoors
or out with any paint 86

Resists

fumes
aft al,
blistering, fading 014(
plies easily. dries
Soapy water cleanup .11
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NCH-HIDING

High -hiding, washabl
e
finish for walls, ceilings
Applies easily, dries
fast
with no painty odor
A

Transactions

GB

Wedoesday's Games
Toronto at Baltimore, ppd rain
Detroit 9. Cleveland 3
Boston 5, New York 0
Minnesota 8, Kansas City 3
Caldorrua 9, Chicago I
Oakland 6, Milwaukee 1
Seattle I. Texas 0
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet
L
W
se 46
Baltimore
662
93 57
383
Milwaukee
79 57
381
Boston
551
75 61
New York
Detroit
529
74 66
507
71 69
Cleveland
319
44 94
Toronto
WEST
76 64
California
543
73 66
Kansas City
325
Minnesota
72 66
512
Ise 72
446
Texas
Chicago
415
60 78
59
ic
Seattle
416
Oakland
47 93
336

"410
) P AT
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Stain - Contains silicones for .increased
water repellency. Good penetration on rough
or smooth
wood Resists peeling and cracking
OST
(61 Ws* Stain - Formulated with polyurethane
for
extra durability. For bare or previously stained
rough
or smooth wood Soapy-water cleanup
STS

White

NATIONAL LEAGLE
FAST
W
L
Pet
Pittsburgh
63 Si
401
Montreal
78 54
591
2
St LOUIS
74 62
544
8
Chicago
71 65
522
Philadelphia
69 68
504 13h
New York
53 C2
393 284
WEZT
Houston
79 60
566
Cincinnati
79 61
564
Los Angeles
66 73
475 Ii
San Francisco
61
9
436 184
San Diego
se 82
414 214
Atlanta
54 84
111
24
Wedaesday's Games
Montreal 4, Chicago 3
Los Angeles 5, Atlanta 3. 10 innings
New York at Philadelphia, ppd . rain
Cincinnati 6, San Francisco 5
Houston 4, San Diego 3, 10 innings
Pittsburgh 7, St Lovas S. 11 innings
Thursday's Games
Montreal ?Palmer 7-2, at Chicago
,McGlothen 11-10
New York Hausman 1-5 and Falcone 3.
iii at Philadelphia I feral 7.1/ and I:spinosa 13-101. 2
Go Angeles Sutton 12-121 at Atlanta
, Hanna 0-1i, in;
San Francisco ,Knepper 9-10i at ()non• iSeaver 1341, gni
San Diego , Owetunko 4-9 , at Houston
Richard 15-12i, rim
Pittsburgh , Bibby 10-3 1 at St Lows
Martinez 12-7), ni

REDWOOD AO

6091AL.

44 Colors

Baseball Standings

LATEX

LATEX STAIN
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E-Z KARE'm
LATEX FLAT
INTERIOR PAINT

Boston reached Yankees
starter Tommy John, 18-7, in
the second inning for two runs
on five hits.

Red Sox 5, Yankees 0 -

Woodsman R

(A) Oil-Bass
Carolina 19; Tulane 19, Air
Force 14; Clemson 42, Furman 7; Richmond 20, Virginia
15; Louisville 22, Va. Tech 10;
VMI 23, Wm.and Mary 17.

Butch Hobson knocked In
three runs with a triple and a
homer and Bob Stanley
scattered seven hits as Boston
broke a four-game losing
streak by beating New York

aint 'n Save VALUES

SAVE!

1111

two out in the seventh, Angels
catcher Brian Downing beat
out a single and Bobby Grich
walked. Larry Harlow then
bounced a ball behind second
base, Downing scoring from
second while Grich and
Harlow moved up a base on
baseman
second
Tim
Morrison's wild throw home.
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Cardinals Fall To Pirates In 11 Innings
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Support The Tigers
Attend Friday's Game
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Murray High seniors are, kneeling Zach Jones, Mark Denham,
Dwight McDowell, Mark Barber, Kevin Wright and Jon
Wissman. Standing are Reed Hornsby, Ron Wilson, Nick Swift,
Brad Wells, Nick Hibbard, Kevin Vaugh, Rich Rollins and
manager George Bell.
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The Tigers

THE MURRAY THEATRES

Well's Electric
Co.

Friday 8 p.m. At Ty Holland Stadium

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
The place where thousand4 are saving rniIlion

FLOUR
Plain or Self-Rising
Save 56'- 5 Lb. Bag

Murray High vs.
Fort Campbell

Get'Em Tigers!

Gold Medal

GO - Fight - Win

Carroll Tire
Service
Your

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.
MURRAY DOWNTOWN
BRANCH
7th and Main
753-7921

UNIROYAL
Our Hours Are
Mon.-Fri. 7-5
Closed Sat.

753-4845

402 N. 12th

MURRAY SOUTH
BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753-1214

FSLIC

1105 Pogue

Dealer

753-1489

Richard Orr Dist. Co.

HOME FEDERAL
With $10.00 Order _,

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH 1201 MAIN 759-16.10

Good Through 9-12-79

•••'.11°./

Parker's Super Mkt.

+I s$0

•

Your Standord Oil Dealer
753-4652
1109 Pogue

MIME

LENDER

Member F.D.I.C.

Downtown Shopping Cantor

Prudential

Ed Cain Construction Co.

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Coop-Corp.

Life-Health-Auto-Home

Landolt Insurance
Agency
BRADEN METAL

Murray-Mayfield

Bank of Murray

V
621 46

753-1675

BUILDING SYSTEMS

753-8170

Marble Manufacturer

Thornton Tile
And Marble
-Quality That Will Please"
619 So. 9th — 753-5719
Member FDIC

George Landolt

Murray, Ky.

IA

Gene Landolt
304 N. 4th

Purdom
Motors
Oldsmobile
Pontiac & Cadillac
"Satisfied Customers
Are Our
Main Concern-

1406-W. Main - 753-5315

Murray Electric
System
401 Nye

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

AUTO PARTS STORES

Motor Parts
& Bearings
1109 Chestnut St.
Murray 753-8311
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Local Guard Unit To Honor Employers

American Boy's Dream Is
To Have Fireman's Helmet
By JULES LOH
AP Special Correspondent
CLIFTON, N.J. AP? —
What American boy, in his
secret heart, has not longed to
havve his very own fireman's
, helmet?
Not some plastic toy, but the
real thing: black lacquered
rock-hard leather, brim
curved up in front, down in
back, big shield with a proud
number — the hat of the hero
In the third grade reader
climbing down the ladder with
the frightened child.
2 "It is quite a symbol of
adventure," Chris Coombs
said," and it hasn't really
changed in 143 years. The hat
we make today looks pretty
much like the first one made. I
will show you."
He took from a cabinet a
:worn and weathered leather
liat with the numeral "1" on
:the shield. Above the "1" was
:-the name of the wearer's
.
-Volunteer fire company,.
`Columbia;" below, the name
:of the wearer, "Gratacap."
The first fire hat.
"Well," Coombs said,
can't swear it is the first fire
hat, but Henry T. Gratacap
was the man who made the
first fire hat and that was his
hat. So at least it is one of the
first ones made."
Chris Coombs represents
the fifth generation of the only
firm in America still making
leather fire hats — two others
sprung up briefly, and
vanished, since Gratacap's
day — ,and he regards his
heritage less as a business

than a sacred trust.
"As long as there are
firemen who prefer leather
helmets," he said, "Cairns &
Brother will make them. It's
our legacy."
Cairns & Brother were
Jasper and Henry Cairns or
Henry and Jasper) who
bought out Gratacap in 1850
and neatly avoided any top
billing in their new firm's
name.
Gratacap had been a New
York luggage maker. Leather
hats were nothing new for fire
fighters, but it was Gratacap
who, in 1836, fashioned the
classic one that became the
traditional design, known
among firemen as the "New
Yorker."
"Nowadays," Coombs said,
•Iire hats come in a variety of
new materials but there are
firemen who will put nothing
on their heads except leather.
"We make a hat out of
something called polycarbonate that costs less and tests
show is a better helmet than a
leather one.

"Still, about 10 percent of
the nation's firemen still want
leather and they include the
fire departments in big cities
where firefighting is most
hazardous — New York,
Chicago, Boston, San Francisco, Washington, Newark,
Dallas. They stick to leather.
"Why? You can test until
you're blue in the face but the
fireman who goes into the fire
is persuaded more by exthan
perience
some
laboratory test. It's hard to
argue with 143 years.
"Firemen also are very
tradition-conscious.
Coombs took from his desk a
letter from a fireman who had
sent his leather helmet in for a
minor repair. "Head this," he
said. "It is typical. You will
see why firemen are reluctant
to change."
The
letter, from
a
Philadelphia fireman, said:
-Please fix my helmet. I owe
my life to God and Cairns &
Brother."
"Not bad company,"
Coombs said.

Charges Dismissed
Against 56 After
Search For Courtroom
MONTICELLO, Ky. AP) —
Fifty-six People got a break
when they showed up for
Wayne County District Court
appearances this week.
County
Wayne
When
District Judge Gordon Bertram arrived at the courthouse for Tuesday's session
he found the Fiscal Court
meeting in the room
remodeled last year for his
use.
other
building's
The
courtroom was being used for
Circuit Court proceedings.
Bertram said of the 56
people in search of a courtroom, -I'm not going to make
them dodge all over the
courthouse trying to find the
right place."
So he dismissed the charges
against all 56. They were
cnarged with offenses including failure to have insurance stickers on their

111M1111111•1111•11•111MIIMP

We've
Got
the Shield
For your
Life•Health•Home
Car-Farm•Businass
LOOK TO THE SHIELD

Ronnie Ross

and
Danny Ross

210E,
Main
Ph.
753-04N)
SJ 011 REIM

automobiles, bootlegging,
drunken driving, and -trafficking in marijuana.
Bertram said he was unable
to get an opinion in a phone
call to the Administrative
Office of the Courts in Frankfort as to whether he could
legally dismiss the charges,
but did it regardless.
Local law enforcement
officials expressed anger over
the move, and County
Attorney Tom Carroll said,"It
very much meets with my
disapproval." County Judge
Halice Upchurch said later
that if he had known the
district judge needed the
courtroom, the fiscal court
could have met in his office.

The U.S. Telestar satellite
relayed the first live transatlantic telecast in 1962.

During the month of September, the Murray unit of the
Kentucky National Guard
plans to honor and thank the
local employers for their
support, according to Capt.
John R. Slater, commander of
the Murray unit.
The recognition is in connection with the proclamation
of September as National
Employer Appreciation
Month by the National Guard
Bureau in Washington.
Area
companies
or
businesses that have pledged
their support are: Tappan
Company, General Tire and
Rubber, Tennessee Valley
Authority—Land Between the
Lakes, Swift Roofing, Murray
State University, Kentucky
Fried Chicken, Sager Glove
Co.,
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary,
Rose's
Department Store, Servicemasters of West Kentucky, Enix Interiors, Uncles
Jeff's, McDonald's.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, Credithrift of
America, Dixie
Cream
Donuts, Shroat-Waldrop Real
Estate, Parker's Market,
Kashway Bldg. Materials,
Chaparel Motors, Radio
Shack, West Kentucky Music,
Five Points Gulf, Marimak
Industrial, James Billington
Contractors and F. T.
Sergents and Associates.
A local spokesman said the
Guard can thrive only through
the continued support of local
employers and businessman.
The need for strong employer
support is greater today than
at any time in the nation's
history, he continued.
It has become increasingly
difficult for the Reserve
Forces to maintain required
strength levels, levels that are
critical to the national

defense, the spokesman said.
Employers can play a key role
in maintaining the strength of
the Reserve program through
policy decisions supporting
military participation.
In return for their support of
the Guard and the participation of their employees
in the Guard, the employers
also reap many benefits, he
said.
He explained that a

MSavings
Mrs. Overcharged

Saturday, Sept. 8,9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Buddy Borland

Forums Scheduled

9:30 am.-Registration
10:00 a.m.-Welcome and Devotional
10:10 a.m.-Get Acquainted
10:20 a.m.-Singing with Willie Bradshaw
10:30 a.m.-Keynote Speaker-Jerry Jones
11:30 a.m.-Singing with Willie Bradshaw

Sugg.
Retail
$3.25

Limit 2

L3

Share
A
Smile
With
Ambassador
Cords

We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Compensation

Aim
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.

Toothpaste

4.6 Oz.

Take Aitn Against Cavif'es

POLISH REMOVER

OILY 4 oz.
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Open
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Sundays
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or Uncle
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Prices
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FSLIC

HOME FEDERAL

MAL NOM

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
LENDER
Phone 759-1630
1201 Main Street
Murray,Ky.

Prices Good Thru Thurs., Sept. 13th
Ul

.20% = 8.54

Nome Federal will pay you the highest interest rate allowed by law on
, our 4-year variable ceiling certificate. During the month
of September, with a $500 minimum deposit, we will pay 8.20% commuff
pounded daily to yield 8.54%. And the rate is guaranteed for four
years. If you want top-dollar long-range return on your savings, this
•
is
your plan.
•

S••••• war•MI to MONO

r-D

11:45 a.m.-Bar-B-Que Lunch
12:30 p.m.-Classes-Martha Ails (girls) John Dale(boys)
1:15 p.m.-Singing with Buddy Borland
1:45 p.m.-Movie -GO ASK ALICE
3:00 p.m.-Singing with Willie Bradshaw
3:30 p.m.-Dismissal

The Home Federal
Plan For
Maximum
4-Year
Return

Toke a trip to Byron's Discount Pharmacy (that's all it will take to determine our low every day savings), and
return as needed to obtosnloar health and_beautv needs

$169

John Dale •

Schedule

Dr. Good Health

VIDAL
SASSOON
SHAMPOO
8
Ounce

Willie Bradshaw

Martha Ails

FRANKFORT, Ky. (APi The Kentucky Diabetes
Commission has scheduled
public forums on diabetes at
Lexington and Hazard.
The forums, to solicit public
comment on needs of Kentucky diabetics and ways to
meet those needs, will be held
Sept. 17 at Lexington's Hyatt
Regency and Oct. 11 at Hazard
Community College. BOth
meetings begin at 7:30 p.m.

Phone 753 2380

SASSOONING

not sacrifice earned vacation
or leave times to participate in
Guard activities, aid have
promised the Guardirsen will
be given equal conskitration
for promotions and ;alary
increases.
The National Guart is
located in a temporary faility
off South 4th Street on sunbury Circle. It mainkins
regular office hours of :30
a.m. to 4:30p.m.

University Church of Christ

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Olympic Plaza

506 N 12th Murray, Ky.

Federal law provides
protection for an employee
while he is serving in a
military capacity from loss of
benefits, but most employers
have gone a step farther and
pledged their support of the
Guard.
have
employers
The
developed personnel policies
which sanction and approve of
employee
membership,
pledged that employees will

Christian Teens in Service

Lefl

BYRON'S

member's military training
often qualifies him for skilled
positions, and as a Guardsman progresses through his
career, the leadership experience and training he
receives are added benefits to
the employer. The employer
may also recognize the
benefits of having a local
Guard unit to support the
community in case of an
emergency.

E,
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Response Lukewarm To NA Solar Water Heating Offer In Memphis

MEMPHIS, Tenn. ( AP)
• Response has been lukewarm
7, to the Tennessee Valley
Authority's offer to install
solar water heating units in

Shelby County homes, but the
idea may be catching fire.
"A lot of people have had a
wait and see attitude," Jun
Griffin, a TVA site manager,

ility
ins
:30

BEST
MILEAGE
YET!

said Monday evaluating the
multimillion dollar program
after almost a year.
So far, he said, less than 150
units have been installed and
another 134 contracts have
been signed for the units.
Griffin said, however,the idea
is picking up volunteers and
TVA hopes to meet the goal of
1,000 units installed in
Memphis area homes by 1980.
The TVA authorized $3.3
million last fall to purchase
the hardware to install the
solar units.
Griffin said officials at
TV A's Solar Resources Center
in '-downtown Memphis are
encouraged because they are
now receiving about 100 daily
inquiries on solar energy and
a backlog is developing.
Most of our interest has
been generated by positive
articles in the press," he said,
"Once the units are installed
we rely on word of-mouth."
Memphis was chosen for the
first program because it gets
more sunshine yearly than
any other metropolitan area in
the seven-state TVA region,
Griffin said.
Under the program, a
homeowner pays $2,000 for the
solar system, either a lump
sum or $13 per month over a
20-year period.

The solar systems consist of
three basic parts — solar
collectors, usually placed on
the roof; an 80-gallon tank for
storage of the sun hea
water; and a 120-gallon
conventional water tank that
serves as a backup to the solar
Ulnk.
Currently, the savings over
conventional water heating
methods is minimal, Griffin
said. The average homeowner
with an electric water heating
system pays $10 to $15 a
month, while the solar bill
comes to $13 a month. But
officials said the solar
customers will realize larger
savings as eletric costs rise

while solar costs remain the more people use solar power,
same
the utility's peak load elecThe TVA is promoting the tricity demand will be
solar water heating plan as a reduced.
way of conserving energy If
The TVA board last month

Group Raises Funds
For Cancer Center

voted to extend the program to
Nashville.
The Nashville plan will
differ in that the TVA will not
buy the hardware and store it
as in Memphis, but will leave
that to private firms, Griffin
said.

Money
Market
Certificates

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A group of Louisville civic and
business leaders claims to
have raised almost all of the
$11 million needed to construct
a cancer-care and research
center that will serve west
Kentucky and south Indiana.
The city of Louisville has
provided the land and Jefferson County put up $500,000
for the project, which will be
built without federal or state
tax money, the projects
directors said Tuesday.

6 Months

The agency will continue to
provide low-cost financing for
homeowners interested in the
plan
TVA serves Tennessee and
parts of Alabama, Mississippi
Georgia, North Carolina,
Virginia and Kentucky

15%

This rate is in effect Sept. 6 through Sept. lz

TERM:6 Months(182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT:$10,000;
GUARANTEED RATE
Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury Auction

Save With

Security Federal

FSLIC

O
NOM

LENDER

Savings & Loan Association

Radio Shaelt

The Biggest Name in Little Computers

T 64

NEW LOWER PRICES
ON THE IRS-80
OVER 100,000 COMPUTERS SOLD. SO ECONOMIES OF SCALE
LET US PASS ALONG SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS TO YOU!
Model I
Level I 4K TRS-80
System as shown*
Was $599 in
1979 Catalog

'DIMLY VOW
UfILITIES---$ 42.89
CLDTMES----s 3,88
2959
lar6144---4315.E9
LESS 11111051-0111.011
LESS INSIMIMMEE--4 12.00
PlittIPM.-12.1.N
rAmmaTATION----$ 69.00
WOKE Q11E3-189.59
TOTAL DIPEICES---0705.ft

/11Z1 IATA
EMIEVAIKSI sslei
pi9sia4tr. (Ann $21,54
MISC.

91114.110

Model I
Level II TRS-80
System*
Was $988 in
1979 Catalog

oweelo

'499 849

Cassette

Data
Recorder

.r9r7p-

/
/'/.47
,-7410/1

Bug 12
Video
Monitor

'Level refers to version of BASIC language: Level I is a beginner's language,
while Level II is very advanced. Level and
memory can be expanded. All systems
include 232-page users manual and
game cassette

44
Two years ago. Radio Shack introduced the
TRS-80: The wired, tested, UL listed and
ready-to-run microcomputer that more people

slvglvcitiaPPI PP 1Pwv-*A
pc3wiksopPPPP P--IP

One alternative to the high price
of gasoline is right at your fingertips. Long distance.
For 56C or less, you can talk
one minute across the country,
between 8 a.m.and 5 p.rn. Additional minutes,and calls made
after 5 pm.and on weekends,cost
even less.That's for out-of-state
calls dialed the 1 +- way!'
At home,long distance sends
greetings, visits relatives and
touches loved ones far away.
In business,long distance
makes sales calls, goes to meetings and helps solve important
problems.
Next time plan ahead and
call instead.

have bought than any other single computer in
history. TRS-80 is like a big computer. but it
stores less data and runs at a lower speed. It

-

53-Key
Professional
Keyboard

has proven ideal for uses in school, business,
lab and home, where a large computer is impractical.

Thousands with no computer experience — just
like you — have discovered computers with a

Meet TRS-80's Big Brother!
The New TRS-80
Model II

Level I system. Many are using our dozens of
ready-to-run cassette programs, while others
have learne.d to program TRS-80 themselves.
Level l's manual makes programming easy and
fun to learn. Then you can convert to the powerful Level II language for more advanced
capabilities.

We've added a bigger, more powerful
-brother" to -the TRS-80 family. It's
TRS-80 Model II — a completely new

Your system will include everything pictured —
everything you need — plus the manual. And
it's waiting now, less expensive than ever, at
your nearest Radio Shack store or participating

microcomputer for business applications. Its capabilities begin where
TRS-80 Model I approaches its upper
limits. Storage capacity from '
byte to 2 megabytes!

Order Now for Earliest Delivery
from Any of Our 7000 Locations

FROM

dealer.

mega-

'3450
•

115/1'

CHARGE IT MOST STORES)

South Central Bell
Long distance.
Best mileage for your money.
"Ion I

RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 7000 STORES AND DEALERS IN THE USA AND CANADA!
Most .tems

rat, do not apply to operator aantated or corn telephone rein

BA DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Olympic Plaza
Murragly.

10-170M6o:.-Fri.
Closed Sautun.

also available at
Radio Shack
Dealers
Look tor this
sign In your
neighborhood

Radio
fhaek
DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Historical Society Sets Tour October 13

11 fl

WO%

The region of the Jackson highest single life lock
and the Benton, K Y 42025,
on or before 3 unless a replacement LS
Purchase or Chickasni Treaty oldest in the TVA
system. The
of 1818 and Nathan Bedford group shill also see Ivy Green Oct. 3. All seats must be filled available or obtained.
by that date or the tour will be
Forrest County are the sites to at Tuscumbia. birthpl
ace of
The
bus
will leave
cancelled.
be visited on the 22nd annual Helen Keller.
As in the past, non-members Paducah's Greyhound station
Jackson Purchase Historical
The evening meal will be
will be accepted if the at 6 a.m., the Mayfield bus
Society tour on Saturday, Oct. eaten at Wolf's Restaurant
in reservation is
covered by station at 6:40, and the
13.
Savannah. Tenn. Besides
Dr. and Mrs. Hunter Forrest State Park. the group check in case of last-minute Murray bus station at 7 20.
Hancock will again be hosts will see Trace Creek Annex, vacancies. The full address Since the society now has
for the trip. A few other sites site of General Forrest's last should be stated so refunds about 300 members, an early
such as the Natchez Trace and great raid near Old John- can be made. No member may reservation is recommended
for the 43 seats.
concel a reservation after Oct
the Colbert Ferry crossing sonville.
will be included. The HanThe :cost of the tour will be
cocks have, already made $27. whih will include all
three prelitninar) trips by car expenses of the day - travel,
to scout out the land.
box lunch, tour admissions,
Lunch will be served at drinks, dinner including tax
McFarland City. Park in and tip, and incidental exFlorence, Ala. A visit will be penses of the bus driver.
made to Pope's Tavern
Reservations with check
WASHINGTON (AP) —
his professional colleagues.
Museum of 1811. Alabama's must be received by Miss
Housing industry worries are
Michael Sumichrast, chief
oldest building and Wilson Margaret Heath, secretary,
mounting in the face of ever- economist for the Nationa
l
Dam Park, site of the world's 1202 Joe ('reason Drive,
increasing interest rates, but
Association of Home Builders,
homebuilders will weather the says a 12L2 percent prime
rate
tightmoney climate,say many
would present a "very
economists.
dangerous" situation for
Builders will have to "play
builders.
it a little more cautiously, but
As a backdrop to his
they won't fall off the edge," pessimism, Sumichrast points
says Kenneth J. Kerin, to the housing industr
y's
economist for the National current condition.
Association of Realtors.
Housing starts this year ar
That view was echoed expected to decline 20 per
repeatedly, in telephone in- from 1978. The industry faces
terviews
Tuesday,
by the loss of 480,000 jobs and $7.5
economists
representing billion in wages. Bankruptcies
private forecasting firms, among homebuilders during
thrift institutions and real the first six months of 1979
are
estate agents.
33 percent higher than in the
One owner, new car trade-in, power
Homebuikfers
frequently same period last year.
steering, power brakes, air, automatic,
face interest rates 3 perSumichrast believes
46,215 mi.,factory wheels.
centage points above the housing starts next year
could
current 1214 percent prime plummet to 1.5 million
units
Keep That Great GM Feeling !i rate. Many econorillsts are compared with slightly over 2
Gm
CA• QUAIITY
SBINACE PARTS
saying the prime rate may million last year.
With Genuine GM Parts
.zamaa warms PARTS DrVIS/014
reach 12'2 percent as early as
That prediction is strongly
this week, and probably will rebutted by Jack Carlson
.
go to 1234 percent before long. executive vice president
of the
The prime is the rate com- National Association
753-2617
641 South
'mercial banks lend to their Realtors, who sees housi:
*DM best customers.
silF waxy me= 4•111m meow
starts rebounding next }Tar •
Disagreeing with many of 1.9 million units.
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Dept.
Thru Sun.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Westbend Silver Stone
12" Skillet

Homebuilders Expected
To Weather Tight Money

097
Band Aid Brand

1975 Olds
Cutlass Supreme

3 speed, mop rip lamolle. Mew *Ow for
sissy
I..?., detacimart. Mineed or White. Ni. 4124

orr

Sule Tow Choice

..$957

84'

Westbend Self Buttering
Electric Corn Popper
Its cosspestisty srotessetic, 4 quart own
flips roe. for •ss as • ser•iss
bowl COM betties itself wilds it pots.
siectric boss slut?, rts•tf ofi
"Ain corn is popped Ni 25447

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Presto Wee
Bakeree Oven
A intl, help, a rat of imps. lies, Illeasts Cooks
F.ossn Foods
Airtematic N. Cmureis Ts Set Ne. WS1

s-$499

tr().
„

Presto
Liddle
Griddle

gr•

1111
Brach's
Thinshell
Sparkles
Candy

Smodieet piddle ram. 1/
1
2 10/
1
2
"ceseimp
surface, Meal she few sue or two sarvileps.
Plesystich ceoluris. Sollt-ea presort trim emm
ties easily, usbmersibie. Ni.07211
Greitaapple, Wat eisien
Pesch *aerated
7½.; los
So.
•
'A

Pond's Creams Special

•

General Electric
Portable Mixer

as..Strips tarps I.i .4 50 No. 4424
Sow Strips Al Wide Us of 30 Ni. 4626
Plastic Strips tarps Boa .4 50 Ni. 3624
Piestic Strips AA Wide Bei of 30 No. 5626

$297500

Pepto Bismol
For Upset Stomach, Marsow
Morriss.. $ as. WS.

Pe
B- irroi

$119

394

Metamucil

GM Cromer e• Dry Skim Cream 13.4 or. Aar
A
Niteroi
Vesistislite
Powder for Trestosset Of
Coestipirtim 14 et.

COUNT).

Delivers poems her lathier iss
seconds. With Noe ally
Wier mos& t• stay Mick
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NOTICE OF AN OPPORTUNITY TO
REQUEST A DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING
PROPOSED REPLACEMENT OF BRIDGES ON KY 94

Armour Vienna Sausage
5 oz Coo

This notice provides the public an opportunity to request a
Design Public Hearing on the following propose
d
project:
Calloway County, FSP 018 0094 010-023 D, Murray-Eggner Ferry
Road ( KY 94, replacement of existing structures on KY 94 from northeast city limits of Murray to 0.63 mile
east of northeast city limits of Murray and
replacement of existing structures on KY 94 from 11.6 miles northea
st of northeast city limits of Murray to 122
miles northeast of northeast city limits of Murray.
The proposed plans along with the Non-Major Action Determination
and other relevant project data are available
for public inspection at the Bureau of Highways District Office
at Reidlarid between the hours of 8:00 A.M arid
4:30 P.M., Monday through Friday. Bureau personnel are availab
le at the District Office to discuss the prop(ose,!
project, reply to questions and to provide information-to all interes
ted persons.

UI

Thick, oven heat* sisissimmi skillet has
rappeliell MOM percsle. exterior with matching
ecrs4c fishiest cover. 11••-stki isrlisrier Goons
sp is s jiffs. Ns. 4141

.3sew ma*mom

SHALL

•
•

.2

ARMOUR 111
4NNA SAUSAGE
VOC..

Dazey
Seal-A-Meal
Seals everything in air
tight boilable cooking
pouches so you can cook
meals in advance. No.
SAM]

Geritol Tablets

A Design Public Hearing will not be scheduled by the Bureau of Highwa
ys unless a written request for a heanng
is received on or before September 20, 1979.
•
Robert W. Hodges
District Engineer
Kentucky Department of Transportatif,
P.O. Box 30b
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

Nigh potency iris unol vitmAiri toeic 40
Tablets
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Ladies' Lunn
Plaid
The leftist Item
For Fill

Tops

Men's Jogging

Shoes

Assorted Styles
G Colors

Sale

a

$1287
Melee Sock a see

Tennis Rackets
Steel & Wooden
Frame

Fashion
U.

Jerry
Can $51 7
each

Trumark
Wrist Rocket

Tube Socks

Nine

Thongs
1/
2 Price

Reg.5/$1.50
Our Price

Slingshot

G-Lox Insto Mount

Gun Rack

5/$549

For All Trucks And
Recreational Vehicles

With 45 Pound Pull

$497

$397

Ranger 2 Piece

Gerber Sets

•

FISHING CHAIR

5 Gallon
Plastic

All

Men's
Final Clearance

IN i

each

Rog.$16.99 Sale

Only $1599

PICNIC CHAIR

1;97

$1149

•

Reg.$14.97

Waterproof

Special Group
Rog.SUM

•

Come Steel
.•••• Picnic Cbeir
with beck
.--Case steel with
drink & red bolder

$447
Ammo
Boxes

'Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.

•

CAMP STOOL

Sale

orne items not exactl as •ictured

%

3 in 1 Chair

No Ice Needed,
Blue Ice Lid,Keeps
Bait Or Catch Cool
24 Hours,Excellent
For Keeping 6 Packs,
Food, Etc.

JiLkfil

i
s

The Convertible

Baitkeeper

I,

HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY

.1... ...

li Ora• OULA ILII_Mml:

Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept:

•

1 II •• I
INE11111•11_L sommeN•••
11
••MIP
11111111
I II r
I M'
"MU/WUereiri rjir
N r
P
Ilt

•

% 10111.11.611~106116V11111O%TFT

Foam

Minnow
Buckets

Tee-Shirts
and Short
Pants

.°

Reg. 1.57 Sale 99
4

Wildcat
22

Levis

"Poor Little Rich Girl"

Jeans

Javetriles Oely

100% Cotton
Reg. S17.99

$8"

H & R Model 649
6 Shot

22 Pistol

High Velocity
Positive Functioning
40 Gr. Bullet
Special Dry Lubricant

Sale Priced
At Only

With 22 Cal. Magnum Cylinder
5/
1
2Inch Barrel, Blue Finish

N

Reg.'79.00 Sole

Stodskits

$1000

70
4X)

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Winterize Your Nome
Early

Porch
Swings

'Foam or felt weather-stripping'Strom
doors and window kits 'Fiberglass insulation'Pipe wrap & heat tape

5 Ft. Oak
Chains Included

Discount
Prices

95
4 Left $
25

DAP
Rely-On
Caulking
Compound

Fire-Resistant

Security Box
with lock, keeps
insurance policies, deeds& all
valuable documents safe from
fire - every home should have one

•1C

Use around door &
windows,seals
out the weather.

Only1457

69c

II II

tube

Large Selection of

Get your car ready for winter - Rain Dance, Turtle Extra and Simoniz shines like
the sun fin. Fine car waxes,
liquids and pastes, protects against snow, ice and
road salt. Your choice of
these waxes

Bernz-o-Matic

Blow Torch
Jet Torch Kit
'Replaceable Propane
Cylinders

$399

Extra Low Prices
Shop The All New

T-Mart

Paint Roller
Pads

Discount Food
Store

7' &9" Widths
Several Qualities

_39

and up

Stove Pipe

Checks engine timing, checks for
worn distributor parts, checks
proper function of mechanical or
vacuum advance.
Reg.$2417

997

Save $51* /14

Torque Wrench
2% Accuracy
Guaranteed For Life
Reg. $24.47
Save $5.00

30 Guage
24.." Adjustable
& Regular Elbows
Adapters,Rain Caps
Dampers

Was $25.97
Now Only

•UN
Discount Prices
.
N
tit% \I \t \1\
• Chimney
Stove
dioisrma"— Spray
Mats
UN
Kit
.
Paint
sUN
.
•
Socket Set
Discount
••
Super Prices
92°'
Prices
$4199
it ••• •%. • ••
.w;
.• vimi
Triple Wall

Tool
Set of
The Week

2 Designs

Buffalo

8 pc. 1g" drive,
universal joint

Sizes Include
26" x 42" and
32" x 42"

t••••

SUPS InCitlde Nt",7/16",'i",9/16
•
%",11/16",St
'
,4"

Save $5.11
Reg. S111.31

II

M_

ALA

Rust preventive, vinly tone,
hamer finish,implement enamel,
engine enamel, many, many
colors
Spray varnish ail

JlLt

_111 •

Timing Light

S-K

Wheelbarrow

PAS ••

Hawk Pro-Am
D.C. Power

$1

Save! Save! Save!

Special KS-3

Includi,,
Rain Caps,
Storm Collar,
Ceiling Support
& Flashing.

- ---*Pillows*Cushions*Cot Toppers
'Shredded 'Mattress Toppers
Etc

Discount Prices

Save Up To $2.00

in the Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center

Foam Rubber

••II

• 10-

iellactoo.

9941

coal, wood
or gas
Cut your electric
bills in half
Grate Included

Rodac
Tools
F

Stove Polish $1.87 Can

4
11048:140

atm it II

HaIllf114T & 111111a( T

Wrench

Hydraulic
Jack
Reg.$59.97

Reg.$34.99& $56.87
Sale

'
$29990498

Save $10.00 $5997
Sale
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Vine Grove Elementary
Students To Double
Up In Another School
VINE GROVE, K) AP - students, the more than 700
After missing five days of regular Parkway pupils will
classes because of an ap- report 45 minutes earlier each
parent natural gas leak, pupils day and will be in school from
of Vine Grove Elementary 7:45 a.m. until 1 pin. Students
School are going to double up from Vine Grove. will attend
in another school until the classes from I p.m. until 6
p.m.
situation is corrected.
The two schools are in adCounts.
Hardin
The
superintendent of schools, jacent communities and are
Charlie Akins, announced about three miles apart.
When Akins had a meeting
Wednesday that, starting
today, the 680 pupils at Vine with parents earlier about the
Grove were to be going to problem. the proposal of
combining the
Parkway Elementary School possibly
in Radcliff until further enrollment of both schools at
Parkway did not seem wellnotice.
Workmen for Louisville Gas received.
and Electric Company have
Hells Canyon forms part of
been searching for the apthe border between Oregon
parent leak since it was
and Idaho. It is the deepest
detected at the school Aug. 27. gorge
in North America. It
So far, students have stayed at
drops 7,900 feet at its deepest
home for "What would have
point. This is enough to hold
been five class days.
six Empire State Buildings
So that the Parkway school
stacked one on top of the
can accommodate all the
other.

OPEN DAILY 9-9
SUNDAY 1-6

(VW M
11.1%T
.
Owen's Food Market
IrcococIL IVE•aaric.eit•
Special Prices Good

1407 W. MAIN* PHONE 753-4682

PI

Sept. 6 tbru Sept 13

14,4n4 lbe bob 10 1181

Zingers!

epos 8-1116.-Ther
Fri as/ Sat. s-I

WE GLARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

BonuOpecial

Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Both With
$25.00 Order

White Cloud
Folgers

TOILET
TISSUE

6

THURS.. FRI., SAT., SUN.

41110V
hiLwii.c=im

COFFEE
1 Lb. Can
Save 80°

4 Roll Pkg.
Save NY

Decorative

BOOK m
KORNER

29
"

coffee

linitl

Limit 2

PEACHES

-"NIP

C
$
2
69

With $12.50 Additioaal
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I hairy Prodocts

THE SAVING PLACE

Rosedale

ellat

SWEET PEAS
Green Giant Blue Lake Ctft

Green Giant Golden Cream Style

CORN

Green Giant French Style
oz

24 oz

W Beans

Hyde Pork

PEARS

3/100
65'
99c
si 39

17 oz

Libby's

17 oz

Rosedale Bartlett

Qts•le
:
t
a‘do

39' GREEN BEANS_
170z 3/sr 'FRUIT MIX
3/51'4 CHILLI
160z 59c ICE TEA MIX
17 oz

Libby's Chunky

GREEN BEANS

BUYS OF THE WEEK

Limit 3

With $12.511 Additional
Pershing Exchrding
Tobacco II Dairy Products

With $12.1141 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco laity Products

Green Giant

49c

Sava 60e

24 oz

w lemon 8 sugar
Clover Leaf Grated

WHITE TUNA

NEW YORK
TIMES
BEST
SELLER

U.S. Choice

6 oz

Hyde

ROUND
TOMATO JUICE
59' STEAK
BOWL CLEANER
69'
L b.
Save More On Hyde Park Milk
$189

9EPiik

RELISH

59
'
79c

Libby s

List Price 3 95 — 4 Days

•

Chesapeake"
in Paperback

97
"

Save
By James Michener now in paperback' Based
on the history of the North American East filled
with characters that are unforgettable

HARDCOVER BEST SELLERS
ARE DISCOUNTED EVERY DAY
AT 25% OFF LIST PRICE

46 oz

New Befresh

MILK
MILK

gal

Green Top

gal

MILK

gal

H
iiiTP
fik
RM ILK

go

BEANS

159

Helpful Hints

Best of Helpful Hints is an invaluable collection of speedy. practical and handy tips for just
about any household chore Over 1000

5110
5110

W Pork

2/89

JAM

MEAL
TEA BAGS
DOG FOOD
CAT FOOD
CAT FOOD

ss
BREAKFAST
HAM
_
$1 89
Lb.

Hormel All Beef

c

5 .t

Hyde Park

79 TAMALES
79'
029 HASH

1.5 oz

Hormel Roost Beef

Bonnie

15 oz

New Herb3

25 b

DRESSING

(No Oil) 12 oz

4/89' JELLYGrope

20 oz

59c
I 2 oz

Hyde Pork

6 °z

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN
•

4 oz

BOLOGNA

STEAK

S1 39

4/51
PEARS "to, 79c
DRINK
2/39`
CORN

16 112 OZ

Bush Cut Asparagus

5 oz

▪

Us'
Weight Watchers Diet

12 oz

--"4111M1111m.11
;
11111MIL
ik
-,‘?;•;• N.N." N'
:;:.'0.10,i0iN
.4.
1
11.
.
11...; •
p. 7,4•14L,""P
ii.r7;
It.•
i 4 ;7!
C•17.•
.
1
•
t
•
-'••.‘ 4%
.••,.: • t
tNe
; "
I
• ;A:
•I
..
!
.

Economy 3-5 Lb. Avg.
89
' GROUND BEEF
19c
$f39
L b.
69`
PRODUCE DEPT.

Ecrich All Meat

S Choice Chicken Fry

32 oz

Rosedale Cream or Whole Kernel

59c

DELI

"If

89
99

Boma Strawberry

14'2oz

Hyde Park Soft N-Moist

BOOK KORNER'" carries hundreds of
paperbacks including best sellers—hard
cover books—promotional books and
children's books—all at DISCOUNT PRICES.

MUSHROOMS

PORK-NBEANS
it di AA
4,/ 'Iv

Sunflower Self Rising

Save,

Green Giant Sliced

Show Boat

Lucks

34 Mary Ellen's

24 oz

S191

Hyde Park Homogenized

"List Price 3 95 — 4 Days

DILLS

Hyde Park

Hyde Pork Lo-Col

From
The
"Best
Seller"
Lists

i
Ha
leLic
ii

$.1I 79
lb

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

lb

29c

Owen s Famous Whole
U S Choice Sirloin

TIP ROAST

.2 $
FOR

lb

S119
L

BARBECUED BEEF

U S Choice Boneless
V

Reg 9' Each

Practical Work•shop
Library Books

Workshop Library hardcover books in a great
Collection for the do-it yours%Ifer Many subjects 130 pages of illuctrations. instructions

700 U.S. 641 North
•••••

•

RUMP ROAST
Leon Meaty

FRIED CHICKEN

5219

American

CHEESE
Owen's Best Hot or Reg.

PIMENTO CHEESE
60NiEeSmic stiriAM

9 pcs

$229
j

lb $289

US No I

RED POTATOES
U S No 1 Russetts

POTATOES

10 lbs

4.

10 lbs

$1 39

Fresh and Crisp

CABBAGE

lb

ONIONS

lb

15C

Owen

BARBECUE RIBS

99'

15C
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Louisville Woman Gives Up Dodge Frustrations
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. IAPI
Etta Mae Martin of Louisville
says she finally gave up on
getting her Dodge Colt
automobile fixed after 18
frustrating months of bad
valves, bad clutches and a
hood that popped up while she
was driving.
Mrs. Martin told the.Kentucky Consumers' Advisory
Council Wednesday that she
sold the car back to the dealer

and took a $1,000 loss.
"Whitt did you get when you
sold it," someone asked her.
"A moped," she replied.
Mrs. Martin was one of
several disgruntled consumers who appeared at a
public hearing concerning a
proposed new car lemon law
that would require automobile
manufacturers to replace a
defective new car within the
first year or refund the purchase price.
The hearing was the first of

four planned by the advisory
council on the proposed bill.
The council will use the information gathered at the
determine
to
hearings
whether to recommend to the
governor that the bill be introduced in the 1980 General
Assembly.
Similar bills were defeated
in the 1974 and 1976
legislatures.
Spokesmen for automobile
dealers. and General Motors
Corp. argued that the bill is
unnecessary, would increase

cameRon

iGhLanbot
ouse

Jefferson St. Cadiz, Ky.
Gracious Dining - Scottish Decor
Reservations Accepted 1-522-3630
New Fall Hours Effective Sept. 1
Dinner: Fri. & Sat.
Lunch: Tues.-Sat.
5:30 p.m -9:00 p.m.
1 1 :30 a.m.-2:0O p.m.
Dinner:Tues., Wed., Thurs.
5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.

Sunday 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Closed All Night Sunday and
Monday

Now Booking
*Holiday Parties*
LUNCHEONS-DINNERS-RECEPTIONSBRUNCHES-COFFEE-BRIDGE PARTIESBRIDAL PARTIES-REHEARSAL DINNERS-ETC.

1

the cost of cars sold in Kentucky and would be difficult to
administer.
Glen Warren, who helps
customer
with
dealers
complaints for General
Motors, said the proposed bill
was premature in light of a
test of third-party arbitration
being undertaken by the
automobile industry.
"We believe these privately
funded programs have great
potential and I firmly believe
these programs should be
given an opportunity to prove
or disprove themselves,"
Warren said.
"I don't think we need this
law you are proposing," said
Louisville automobile dealer
John Hislop. "It will be an
excessive cost to the consumer and extremely difficult
for us to administer. I don't
think it is workable."
"We have been able to
resolve the majority of our
complaints,- said Paul
Moneypenny, regional
manager of Volkswagen of
America. "The proposed
legislation would go far
beyond what we have found is
necessary."
However, Art Williams of
the Louisville Consumer
Protection Division, said his
office is flooded daily with
new
about
complaints
automobiles.
"This is the most critical
area of consumer affairs you
could address,"Williams told
the council.
• Clarence Ditlow, director of
the Center for Auto Safety in
Washington, D.C., which was
formed 10 years ago by Ralph
Nader, said automobiles are

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12T11 ST., BENTON

Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

753-6434
PEANUTS
I WORKED
HARD PREPARIN6
THI5 MEAL

479

NANCY
BLA- BLABLA -BLABLA-

,,,docs4 inc
led Fh,,eS,

( LUAt
IF THERE AN,
,.0t) THINK IT COULD
BE IMPROVED JU57
LET ME KNOW...

BLA- BLA BLA-BLA BLA - BLA-

MAYBE IF IT WERE
LEFT OUT IN THE RAIN
FOR A FEW

THE
DISHES
ARE ALL
DRIED

BLA - BLA
BLA - BLA-

the number one consumer
complaint in the United States
and have reached a crisis
stage affecting all economic
levels.
"This bill puts defective
toasters and defective cars on
equal footing," Ditlow said.
"You can return either for a
replacement.
"It would eliminate the
horror stories of a car being 30
times in the shop or in the shop
more than on the road,"
Ditlow said.
There were several other
consumers besides Mrs.
Martin who were eager to
relate their own horror stories
relating to the purchase of a
new car.
Jennifer Blackburn said she
heard about the hearing on
television Wednesday morning and hurried downtown to
tell about the 1979 Buick she
bought in June and has had in
the shop 17 days in efforts to
fix the cruise control.
Howard Haynes, a rural
mail carrier from Somerset,

Man Says He Will Never
Forget Night Of Torture
happened in the dormitory,"
Glotz said.
Wilson had been arrested
that night on charges of
speeding and driving under
the influence of alcohol. He
was placed in a dormitory of
the jail complex and waited
for a friend to come with $1013
bail.
John J. Burns, Wilson's
attorney, said that when his
client went to a washroom,
several inmates came up from
behind; threw a sheet over his
head and tried to rape him.
The suit alleges the men
punished Wilson's resistance
with what they called the "test
of fire."
Wilson's comments were
published Tuesday by the
Chicago Tribune. Burns said
receiving
is
Wilson
psychiatric treatment in a
Chicago-area hospital and
could not be interviewed
again.

CHICAGO (AP)- Thomas
Wilson says he will never
forget the night he spent in jail
on speeding and drunken
driving charges. His body will
always show the brutal scars
he says he
. received in the
ordeal.
In a $1.5 million lawsuit,
Wilson claims fellow inmates
at the Cook County Jail used
cigarettes to burn large pieces
of flesh out of his chest,
stomach and back.
"They were laughing and
talking to each other as they
burned me," Wilson said. -I
thought, `I am just in here for
a traffic violation."
In the suit filed Tuesday in
Cook County Circuit Court,
Wilson, 29, charged that the
county was negligent because
no guards came to his aid
although he screamed and
cried throughout the June 9
ordeal.
Bob Goltz, assistant director
of corrections, called the
charges "bizarre."
"It is next to impossible"
that a prisoner could have
screamed for three hours
without being heard by
someone,Goltz said.
"If it was something that
happened in five minutes,
maybe....But to hold him down
for several hours? We are not
at all convinced that this

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on dy.ty during- these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Saturdays.

ANNUAL AWARDS
TORONTO rAPi - The
seventh annual awards of the
Canadian Film and Television
Association will be presented
here Nov. 2.
The association said award
categories had been expanded
to
include
animation,
television commercials and
portable and non-portable
slide programs.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
BEETLE BAILEY
PARN: HERE
COMES PLJZZ
AGAIN.'

LONDIE
ANoTi-Erz CUP OF
COFFEE,PLEASE,
1-40NEY r

SIR? 014,5IR?
ARE YOU IN,

SIR?

I'M TRYING TO
CUT DOWN ON

AND SOME MORE C.REAM
AND SuGAR,
3
PLEASE

?

39

MEN OF LLON60,..MEN-N

OF WAMBESI . WDUR
OLD TREASURE lS
ON THE MAN - BIRD.

6

14‘4

9/6

,ALL

HERE.

ACROSS
1 Moccasin
4 Vision
9 Bushy
clump
12 State: Abbr
13 Harvests
14 Exist
15 Things, in
law
16 Caama
17 Poker stake
18 Fortunate
20 Negative
prefix
21 College
deg
23 Zodiac sign
24 Wire fastener
28 Cover
30 Yukon wear
32 On the
ocean
34 Owing
35 Barracuda
36 Calumniated
39 Before
40 Cared for
41 Attempt
43 Twelve mos
44 Printer's
measure
45 Arab chief
47 Nods
50 Appellation
of Athena
51 Time gone
by
54 Girl's pame
55 Supplicate
56 Policeman
Slang
57- Kennedy
58 Encourages
59 Dine
DOWN
1 Equality
2 Beverage

3 Ready
money
4 Curtains
5 Reacted
6 Simple
7 Imitate
8 Manuscript
(abbr.)
9 Sunburn
10 Worthless
leaving
11 Scottish
river
17 Oriental
nurses
19 Man's nickname
20 Possessive
pronoun
21 Explosion
22 Thread
24 Candy
25 Pius, e.g
26 Wary
27 Chemical
cornpound
29 College
head

ilea

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

OtQ 011330 000C
000 MOO MOOG
OUQUE10 DUO DIC
w00 1300 UBE
121000 000 60

UM 000 000130

ui 1:11300131013 UU
UMW 0E10 ME
tMIUDU A
131210 MO 0EE
DO BOO 1313001:10
171313121 1313013 oou
IMMO DOM EU
31 Pronoun
33 South
American
mountains
37 Lair
38 Fears
42 Old pronoun
45 Toward
shelter
46 Speed

4

s 6

7

47 Small
amount
48 Poem
49 Small lump
50 Priest's
vestment
52 Tibetan
gazelle
53 Choose
55 State Abbr
ii10 11

II

12

la

ill
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2. Notice

2. Notice

said his 1979 AMC Jeep has
been in the repair shop four of
It's A
the nine months he has owned
Fact
it and is still not fixed.
"The dealers say there is no
Free Gift
such thing as a lemon,"
Wrapping
Haynes said. "If any of them
can get in this auto of mine
and drive it one mile and still
Starks Hardware
say it is not, I'll eat it, and I
12tn& Poplar
have false teeth."
753-1227
H.C. Lampton of Louisville
FREE PARKING!
held up a fistfull of repair
orders he said have been
unsuccessful in correcting
Quality
vibrations and leaking wina
dows in Buick he bought last
SIGNS
September.
1951
Since
Lampton said he did not
Come On By or
drive the car over the
weekend because it is less
Call 753-3315
than 100 miles from having the
warranty expire and he
wanted to attend the public
Bible study each evening or any
hearing first.
by phone. Free Store for
time
"Everybody has talked
apabout the cost to the the needy, all donations
759Facts,
Bible
preciated
manufacturer and the cost to
the dealer," Lampton said. 4600.
"What about the cost to the
consumer."
I Copy and Restoration
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CARTER STUDIO
753-8298

IF YOU
NEED THEM
489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance..
753-6622
Comp. Care .
753-1441
Fire(City) ..
753-6952
Fire(County)
753-5362
Foster Parents
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Corn. .753-0849
759-4141
Humane Soc.
Learn To Read ... 753-2288
. ..753-NEED
Needline
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
753-7588
Poison Control
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue-Squad
.753-0929
Senior Citizens
753-3151
Sheriff
State vol. . 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
handy
the list and keep
near the telephone.

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
List.e h.,. Is a reedy
refairenc• that will quickly
h•lp
you
locat• th•
classification you ar• look •
ing for
I. Legal Nottc•
2. Notic•
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insuronc•
13. For Sal. or Trad•
/4. Wont To Buy
IS. Articles For Sol•
16. Horn. Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cloanors
IS. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Rodlo
27. Mobil* Horn• Sales
28. Mob, Horn• Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent
36. For R•nt Or Lisas•
37. Livestock•Supplies
38. Pets•Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Procluc•
41. Public Sale
42. Harms Loans
43. Real Estate
41. Lots For Salo
45. Forms For Sal•
46. Homes For Sal•
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade

$5. Foad And Simapd
$6. Frets Column
57. Wanted

Want to buy: One chest of
in good condition
drawer
with at least 3 drawers. Call
753-6173 after 6 pm and ask
for Sherry.

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00
Free Store 759-4600

SEPTEMBER RED
TAG SALE
Buy now with us
and save!

CARRA WAY
FURNITURE
105 N.3rd
753-1502

3. Card of Thanks
The family of Fred Perry wish
to thank each and everyone for
the kindness shown to them
during the passing of his
brother, Paul Perry.
A special thanks to the
Minister, Pianist, and those
who contributed food and
donations.
May God bless each and
everyone of you. Fred Perry

NOTICE
EXAMINATION TO BE HELD TO
FILL A VACANCY IN A
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A vacancy now exists in the Calloway County
Health Department for the classification of Community Health Worker II. Minimum requires for
this position are as follows:
High School equivalency and one year experience
in an appropriate health services field. Experience
in an appropriate health services field may be substituted for education on a year-for-year basis up to
a maximum of two years. Additional education in a
health or related field may be substituted for experience on a year-for-year basis.
The beginning salary is $2.68 per hour. Persons interested in taking this examination can obtain further details and an application blank from the
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Applications must be returned to the Calloway
County Health Department Office on or before September 17, 1979.

Make Money With This One!
One house from University campus - 1602 Miller 3 oportrnents
live in downstairs with 3 bedrooms - den - 2 fireploces arid rent
other two oportments large and privote lot. Phone 753-5646
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31
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753-5646

42

19
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Waldrop Real Estate
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H.4. Waldrop
2753-1390
202 S. 4th

Salesman
Humphrey
753 7403
Murray

Maurice

•
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
5. Last and Found
* LOST* Black and white
female birddog approximately
1 year old wearing choke collar Lost about one week ago at
intersection of Johnny Robertson Road and Ky 94W If
found, call collect. 1-2475561. Larry Sholar, Mayfield

6. Help Wanted
Babysitter needed five days a
week. 7 am til 4 pm
References required Call 753
7238.
Experienced waitress, 18 or
over must be able to work days
and possibly weekends Apply
in person. 10-5. Monday
through Friday. Majestic Steak
House_
Manager trainee. Rapidly expanding shoe company, excellent career opportunity, excellent benefits. Must be willing to relocate after training
period Call 759-4920 and ask
for Agnes Brush.

-Wantid6. lielp

15. Articles For Sale

6, Help Wanted

Local Derby Station for
Lease Located at 707
South 12th Street. Low
investment, desire individual who can be a
builder.
business
Training provided in
conjunction with a
marketing
strong
program For further
details contact Derby
Refining Company, P.O.
Box 1030, Wichita, KS
67201 or call 316-2670361, ext. 235.
Equal Opporturuty Employer
An

Part time day counter help
Stop by Hickory Hut for application

BORED,
BROKE,
BLUE,
House of Lloyd now
hiring, 4 months only.
Show and sell toys and
gifts. Party plan free
kit. No collecting,
delivering or cash inDetails
vestment.
without obligation.

Call Debbie Collect

Baby crib. Simmon s mattress.
matching bath and dressing
table, and a Bobbie Mac car
seat. 753-2329
For sale 5 cent Coca-Cola drink
machine Ideal for novelity
item for Fraternity house, etc.
$100 Phone 759-4573 after 6
Pm
For sale pool table and accessories and fireplace screen.
489-2771
For sale white bathtub with
faucets $20 white commode,
$10. 1000 watt wall heater,
$10 All in good condition.
753-5387

16. Home Furnishings

Pits-Supplies

27.1Ausical

Dog obediance classes to start
For sale trombone Call 753- September 6 Any age dog
gin
4
attei
4902
Special program for 2 to 4
month old pups Nationally
Iklifiscellaneous
known obediance instructor
To settle estate Man's l44 Call 436-2858
karat diamond solitaire. white 411.-PWike
jeweler's
gold mounting
interested
It
Apples
sale.
For
Yellow
estimate $3,000
and
Delicious, lohnothan
write P.O Box 32
others. Grades apples $5 per
-Radio
26.1V
bushel. Sound seconds $3 per
Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna, bushel. Also sweet cider Stay
can talk to Canada and Mexico. with us, hundreds of bushels to
New $150, rlOri $75. 492- go yetl Call to confirm orders,
8834.
489-2467, Tucker Orchards.
For sale Armoc double wide
24x54. just re-iodeled. 4314729.
Mobile home oompletely furnished on 1 acre improved property. Electric sewege, water,
all for only $5495 Call 4362391.
10x55 Mobile home, curtains,
air conditioner appliances, gas
heat, excellent condition Call
753-8810 after 530

43. Real Estate
eed lots of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
bath home with living
room, fireplace and
den. There's also a 30x
50 concrete block work
shop and it's all
situated
on
approximately 3 acres. It
could be used in a
variety of ways.
Asking $58,500.

Carport sale, Friday and Saturday Bean bag, baby bed, wringer washer, Avon bottles,
clothes, and more. Turn left 2
miles from Murray off 94 East.
Watch for signs

Need full time bakery manager
Antique bedroom and dining
Excellent pay and benefits
room suite Call 753-1984
Send resume to P 0 Box 787
Early American couch for sale,
Four party yard sale, Friday and
Murray, Experience in bakery
makes a bed Phone 753-3969.
Saturday New ceramics, Artex
preferred
in
Apply
needed
cook
Reliable
miscellaneous
clothes.
For sale baby crib and matPart time car hostess nights person. fern Terrace Lodge
121 beside Higgins
condition
Highway
excellent
tress.
Apply in person, K & N Root
Grocery at county line
Wanted person experienced in Phone 753 8643
Beer_
auto painting and body work.
Garage sale at William's Body
cubic foot coppertone
Apply at McKee' Equipment 16
its Shop.
range, 28. Mob. Honie-Ri
Industrail Road Open
white
$200.
refrigerator.
SALES CAREERS
company. 503 Walnut Street.
top $50; anti- 12x65 two bedrcorn water fur- every Friday and Saturday New
ceramic
needs
McKee!
Dan
See
Murray KY
FULL OR PART TIME
items every week.
que wicker chair and bed, etc. nished. Call 753 '3957
Wanted
Sancall
Situation
$14,500.
9.
Team
information
K.A.S.H.
more
the
with
For
Start a new career
Garage sale, 1608 Ryan
Rental
4 30. Business
to $22,500, first year opportunity with America's
Avenue. Saturday 8 til 5
Man with 12 years experience dy 762-2231 from 2 pm to
location.
downtown
For rent
fastest growing multi-media and specialty adin production and inventory pm
storage Garage sale, Friday only.
safe
control, truck dispatcher. Forsale Sofa-bed 2 chairs, Convenient,
vertising firms. Company car and full benefits
square Children's clothing, ages 8-14,
1000
to
up
general foreman.and freight couch Call 753-9880 after 5 warehouse
package. Earn while you learn, while serving the
month. Call 1- miscerlaneous. 1401 Cardinal
per
$100
feet.
AdCall
Specialty
job.
new
with
seeking
consolidation
businessmen in your area
pm
Drive
522-8469
354-8820.
vertising Products of Quality and Distinction. No
foot velvet couch. exSeven
10 party yard sale. Highway 64
time
part
Rent
or
To
full
,
Want
sales experience necessary
Will do babysitting in my home. cellent condition $75 Velvet 31.
North, Almo Heights, Candlelite
4
or
positions available. For information write: Mr. Lee
3
rent
references.
weekdays. Have
recliner like new. $45. Call Would like to
Saturday, 8 am
Estates.
SING
ADVERTI
DER
K-ALLEN
Martin, KENDRIC
759-1078 aftei 5 pm
bedroom home in city school Clothes all sizes jewelry, fur753-8598
Galion,
CO., INC.,777 Portland Way North, Box 729,
153-8031 anytime
niture floresent lights, toys,
Want to work part-time in an Six antique cherry chairs with district.
Ohio 44833 i 419-468-5418) "OUR CUSTOMERS
pm
10
before
(82
wpm)
to
miscellaneous items
type.
Able
and
office.
753-7906
seats
cane
LOVE US,YOU SHOULD KNOW US"
file, run machines and do odd
32. Apts. For Rent
furniture
garage sale 520 South
Indoor
used
good
sell
Will
jobs Have had previous exOdd Shop_ For rent 3 room apartment. 6th Street. Different items. FriThe
appliances
and
Call
perience as clerk typist
d e8250 'We buy sell, and newly decorated Close to town day 5 til 8. Saturday 8 01 3
t r4a2767-2779 and after 7 pm 753- 6
See at 503 Olive
Three party yard sale. Saturday.
6335.
New 2 bedroom September 8th, 8 am til 5 pm.
rent
For
Young lady with 4 years ex- 19. Farm Equipment
duplex. 753-2437 or 753-7476. Furniture plants. clothing.
perience typing. bookkeeping
witn 3 point hitch For rent Olive Street apart- ceramics and lamps. 614
Farmal!
C
shippsales,
punch,
filing, key
436-5574.
ments, one room efficiency. Fairlane.
ing and receiving seeking job and blade 5750
Must sell, Ail-steel clear-span $90. Near campus Call 153- Three party yard sale. FurCall 354-8820.
niture, rugs, clothes, and lots
building. 40'02 x14'. large 6737.
10. Bus. Opportunity AG
more Saturday from 8 til 2.
door included, $5795 F.O.B. 33. Rooms forlii-it
Business opportunity. Would also 40•x48.x14 . $4595. Call
811 Sunny Lane, rain or shine.
Boys only furnished, kitchen
you like a business of your cilllect 614-237-2740
sale, corner or 9th and
facilities, air conditioned. Yard
own? You don't need an office
Some furniture, curGoodman
382
new
like
drill,
Wheat
blocks
2
private entrances.
to start. Begin at home, full or
bedspreads. , Saturand
tains
2327
from campus at 1626
,part time. Ideal for husband
September 8. 8 am tiP.
day.
753-8512.
3a11
489-2,771
Call
Hamilton
and wife teams.
Yard sale. Immanuel Lutheran
No obligation, no informat:Dn 20. Sports Equipment 34. Houses For Rent
Church, 15th and Main St., Fri41411140
1
4itie/
,
4
over the telephone. Let's' nave 10 speed race bike brand new,
house Carpeted. day September 7. 8 til 5, and
coffee and talk,
$85 Call 753-8810 after 5,30' Two bedr:om
Pamper yourself with the acreage you have
electric *at. 641 North Saturday September 8. 8 til 3.
always wanted. On Butterworth Road 15 gently
Water Service business. 2000 22. Musical
AvallablF now. No pets. $175. Dinette set. couch. fruit jars.
rolling acres, 2 ponds, 9 acres in soybeans, 5
stainless steel tank, good
Call 153 3942
$130
year
old
a
only
clothing, and miscellaneous.
Clarinet,
acres in timber. Mobile home is 2 years old with
steady customers, answering Phone 753-9345 Or 753-9796
Lease
Or
Rent
central heat and air, deep well drilled in spring
31:For
Yard sale. Saturday. September
service included $3500 If in•
of 1979. Approx. 5 miles west of Murray. Priced
Conn saxaphone. excellent con
8th. North 7th Extended.
terested call 474-2764
in mid 30's.
used 8 months
watch for signs. 9 til 7. CB
dition
Mini
11. Instructions
talkie, games. plant
reasonable price 753-2583
walkie
Warehouse
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
books, grass trimmer,
hangers.
For sale 6 string Alvarez A'Storage Space
registration for dance and gymclothes of all
pots.
flower
S4
pearl
neck.
inlaid
guitar
nastics. Call 753-4647.
pants and shirts,
Rent
For
men's
kinds,
Call 753-7490.
and lots more
753-47511
Private piano instructor will
rye private piano lessons_ BS_ Signet .flute. excellent . t,
degree in music and 6 years ex- hon. Cali 753-6934 after 4 rr
for wheat Call 75314 a_
perience in private teaching. liflUdITZer organ model 6251 1349
Will teach adults and children. Antique white, arch njpe:- a
Call 753-6090.
extras like new. Cost $500L
Warehouse
Would you like to know more Sale $3500 Phone 753-181 Storage
about cosmetics and skin care? evenings
Just listed! Neat 3 bedroom, 1"2 bath, brick with
Space
at
Inn
Come to the Holiday
23. Exterminating
cedar, heat and air, located near edge of town
Thursday
730.
and
Rent
12.30
For
with nice country atmosphere and patio with gas
September 6th for a free
ideol fDr StOring '"
l
Se foil of
grill. Priced to sell at $40,000.
offflques,
&seminar.
furniture, cars

653-4704

Yard sale Furniture, old
records, African violets, appliances, dishes, toys,
children's and large ladies
clothes, winter coats. 3 miles
south of 641 turn right on
1828, 44 mile right on Norton's
Chapel Road, first house Friday and Saturday. 9 til 4

27-.1itibile Home Sales 41. Public Sale

WE BRING PEOPLE HOME

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

41. Public Sale

JOHN SMM1

753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK

Garden Courtyard' Creative
landscaping and imaginative
planning have made this charming 4 bedroom 2kr2 bath
home completely unique' Plus
lots of extra features Call 753
1492 for your private show
mg Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors
Welcome to 505 Whitnell
Come on over you'll like the
convenient location. Near the
shopping center, branch banks.
groceries 3 bedroom brick and
wood home large fireplace in
living room. Call 753-1492 for
more information ,.Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

New listings .Good location...Building with 18x30
shop overhead door loading
dock and space for offices
Extra 'morn* plus an ideal
Total of approximately 1600
pura
with
home con be yours
ft: Also shop outside of city
sq
brick
chase of this 4 bedroom
on approximately 1 acre
limits
home with central heat and
with gas heat Reasonably pricair Hos 2 bedroom apartment
ed. Dial 753-1492 .Offered by
on lower level and also 2
mobile horn* hookups See
Loretta lobs Realtors.
th,s property
Residential building lots
Westwood Subdivision, city
water and sewer Priced from
$3000 to $5000 Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451
Three bedroom. 1 4i baths, livWILSON
ing fer()TT1 kitchen and den, city
IN RANCE
& REAL ESTATE
water and sewer, single garage
753-3263 AMIN
with concrete drive in
N.1
Westwood Subdivision. For
more information call Purdom
178 acres with cropland, some & Thurman, 753-4451
timber, lake, and creek. Good
road access Priced less than Think You can't af or
.5500 per acre. Financing to buy? Upstairs
available John C Neubauer
apartment can be
Realtor. 1111 Sycamore, Mur- rented to help make
ray. 753-0101 or 753-7531.
payments, downstairs
has 2 bedrooms, living
room- with fireplace,
dining room and
I II
I
kitchen, fenced back
yard is ideal for
753-1222
children and pets.
Asking ,$40,000, 1316
Poplar.
NEW LISTING
JOHN SMITH
Three bedroom, 1'4
story cape cod home
on tree-shaded street
near the University.
Or /HOMES/
Large living room
with fireplace and gas
logs, central gas heat
753-7411
and central air, full
AROUND 1HE CLOCK
and
basemept,
reasonable price - only
$36,000. Phone KopThree bedroom cedar cabin
perud Realty, 753-1222
with
Panorama Shores
for friendly, courteous
Purdom
Call
Franklin
fireplace
service.
& Thurman 753-4451

1111

a

STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!
JUST LISTED
Extremely attractive
3 bedroom brick home
with lots of storage
areas and lots of extra
including
features,
den with fireplace, immaculate landscaping
and concrete patio
surrounded by wooden
privacy fence. Price in
mid $40's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for full-time Real
EstatiService.

House and approximately 3 acres just listed.
Unusual opportunity to have your own horse
farm within the city limits of Murray. Property
has attractive cypress plank fencing, 36' x 24'
redwood and concrete block horse stable, and the
home is an extremely well maintained 3
bedroom, 2 bath home. Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for all the information on this once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity.

Now Is The Time To Shop
And lay-Away For Christmas
While The Selection Is Good.

Yard Savings

Shop an

13. For Sale or Trade
Seiler oil stove for sale, twotone finish, or will trade for
good old wood stove Call 7533477

14. Want To Buy
Wanted to buy stlnding
timber, top prices paid. 4892334
Something Special! Executive home in
Gatesborough. Extra features include intercom,
burglar alarm, gas grill, large fireplace and
many more If you'd like additional information
about this lovely 3 BR,2L-2 bath home just call us.
It's vacant so we can look at it anytime. Offered
at $69,900.

2 acre wooded
/
Country home west of town on 11
lot. Brick and cedar 4 bedroom house with dining
room and country kitchen. Fireplace in famib
room, spacious upstairs bedrooms with dressing
area, large balcony outside master bedroom, 2
car garage. A perfect place for your gardens and
your pets. $59,500. Call for appointment.

JOHN SMITH,REALTOR

SIC.
overflows,
business
soo
Phone 753-7618 after
pIn

37. livestock-Supplies

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
4_731
)1,11

At endy's
om
MancrAlent
Fix4ole Wad(
Than A3per Work
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED MANAGERS AND
TRAINEES IN
THE WESTERN KY. AREA
Our outstanding growth and increasing
volume are due to a good product, and good
people If you have the skills to train and
motivate others plus the drive to succeed, and
an attitude that will accept nothing but
success, we can star1 you in an advancement
program that will give you everything you need
to achieve your goal Food service experience
is helpful but not required Proven leadership
skills are vital We offer.
• Good salary while training
• Rapid advancement
• Benefits
Plus the support of a young, enthusiastic
organization. For more information
call Mr. McMillin
Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday from
8:00 a.m. to2:00 p.m.

ep0asture for lent Call
-812
753-8120
Rolled hay for sale 489-2495
Will board horses Have barn,
shade tree, water trough, and 5
0 e5s to run 3 miles out of
oacr6
Murray off of 94 East. Call 753-

38,Pets-Su lies
for
Grooming and boarding
inyour dog or cat, receives
hour
24
and
attention
dividual
PUg
supervision. We also have
and champion sired Minature
PupSchnauzer stud service
by
available
be
pies will
Thanksgiving Hidden Valley
Kennels, 435.4481

410.

141,1s. T A11,
41

417114

tn
r•
'rm.
n
ams
mant

Compare,
Buy Where You
Can Get Service,
Don't Be Left
Out in the Rain
You con buy from discount, grocery, variety,
will
drugs and moil order stores, but - who
them?
from
buy
service what you

Shoemaker Seed
Processing

Sell
We Service Only What We
'Special Sole Now Going On'

World of Sound
222 S. 12th

4th a Chestnut

LawnId
FieldofSeed
Ao
llnTdyp

753-7666

/53-5865

N
N
SA
REALTY

ASSOCIATES
753-7724
905 SYCAMORE
MURRAY. VY.

an equal opportunity employer

641 North across from Boston Tea Party
Phone 753-7411 Around 'he Clock
OR CALL

For a perfectlawn next spring,
Re-seed now is the proper thing,
Buy just enough to cover that
bare spot.
Or plenty of seed to sow the entire lot,
You can buy to suit your needs,
Without any fear of sowing
weeds,
We have a wide selection,
So come on down our direction,
And our prices are not
depressing.
At

were not. newammemenommelK

Art
1"...1-wdrimarttal

41111111.11111.111111

1P-Y
"'.
'

Business Opportunity!
Fully equipped restaurant operation for sale. Excellent location near university campus. Operating
statements furnisheato qualified buyers.

were kis, gist m ing.

•

•
•

11
.

iod loca
th 18x30
or loading
for offices
ately 1600
:side of city
ately 1 acre
onably pric
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ision, city
Priced from
all Purdom
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ingle garage
drive in
vision. For
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43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

1 Ifi.

re eneds,
wing

'

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

51services Offered

repair, efficient
Additions, Repair work, cir- Licinsed Electrician and gas in- Wet basement' We make wet Small Engine
on duty at all times
culating fireplaces, roofing, in- stallation, will do plumbing, basements dry, work complete- mechanic
ly guarenteed Call or write Contact Montgomery Ward
surance work. Call Murray heating and air conditioning
Morgan Construction Co . Catalog Store, 753-1966
753-7203
Call
Remodeling 753-5167
book with TVA approved insulaSquo‘t•
2 Box 409A, Paducah 56. Free Column
Route
SOu t hitd• Co.rI
Service
n.
tion and a lovely 1 bedroom 44. Lots For Sale
Concrete and block work. Block Licensed electricia
Murray, Kentucky
or call day or night
42001
KY
apartment for added income
garages basements, driveways. calls our speciality Call 1-442-7026
Free kittens Call 436-5502
No
753-4451
753-0605
free
White.
Stretch your dollars, call Spann Away from everything! intersteps,
Earnest
patios,
walks,
neighbors, no noises, no
Realty Associates 753-7724
estimates. 753-5476.
Mobile Home anchors.
ruptions- just beautiful nature.
Spring House Cleaning
Carpentry service Whatever Aluminum and fiberglass
Three bedroom, 3 bath home. Brand new 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 7 wooded lots fronting on 2
beige,
white,
water
city
s,
ning,
quality
built-in
new,
appliance
in
underpin
or
,
old
your needs,
Special
den with fireplace fenced
roads. We'll show you how to
and brown. Roots sealed. Also
work Ca1l-753-0565
yard, city school district Call and sewer, nice size lot Call get away from it all for only
and carpets. Free estimates.
floors
,
windows
Walls,
patio awnings, open or screen- Insured and experienced. Call day or night:
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451 Purdom & Thurman 753-4451 $3500. Call Spann Realty
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
in, with or without windows.
Associates, 753-7724.
rates. Prompt and efficient ser- ed carports, single and douChoice waterfront lot. Nicely
759-1176
Also
Ainley
I
Auction
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489wooded with a building site
Nice one acre lot, 161 foot
753Glover
Jack
sizes.
ble
Realty Sales
2774.
road frontage, water available,
that has a fine view of the lake.
(CH 11(1114111 AMU!
1873 after 6 pm
Au, tionrer ftealtur
off Johnny Robertson Road,
Good road access. The owner
free
cleaning,
Carpet
Appraiser
Painting done to satisfaction'
north. $5000 Phone 753wants to sell this property now!
estimates, satisfied references, Interior or exterior. Fret
Ph 901 '179-2**6 474-3;13
1304.
South Fulton Tenn
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- estimates. Experienced. Cat
1111 Sycamore, Murray. 753", mg. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
Sale
For
Farms
45.
after 5 pm 753-8442.
stf.
'
0101 or 753-7531 or call Bob Excellent site for lakefront
753-5827.
ately 10 acres rolling
Rodgers, 753-7116.
home Overlooks Blood River on Approxim
Do You need stumps removed
500 ft road fronCARTER STUDIO
deep water Approximately 2 and wooded. an acre. 436your yard or land cleared
from
$1500
tage
the
on
34
open
city,
in
the
x
miles
"Twenty-si
acres Community water
of stumps? We can remove
WEDDINGS &
5574.
At Buster Paschall
available Very private and el,road, up to four years to pay. That's about stumps up to 24' below the
AITS
PORTR
clusive area Call Spann Realty 46. Homes For Sale
"
sawdust
it, folks.
Sweet Potato House,
ground, leaving only
Associates, 7534724
chips. Call for free
and
298
576 square foot A-frame house,
753-8
Puryear, Tn.
51. Campers
partially redecorated, stove and 49. Used Cars
estimate, Steve Shaw 153Located
.
refrigerator included.
Sewing Machine repair. All
110 Volt meter (inside), antique Atwater Kent radio,
French Rolls Royce, Citroen 15 Overhead camper for long 9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343
in Lakeway Shores subdivision. CV Sedan. Good restorable con- wheel base truck, in good con- Do you need a carpenter' Will makes, very reasonable, exdrugstore fountain, complete. Washateria equipped
es.
accessori
and
.
and
pickup
ramp
492-8515
Free
Call
Boat
washer and dryers, dry cleaning equipment and
•
dition. $1600. Phone 759- dition. $600.
do paneling, additions, small perienced.
in
only
time
for
limited
Yearly waler bill $30. $15.000. 4573 after 6 pm.
delivery
Singer treadle sewing machine, old
dryers,
Call
you.
52. Boats and Motors jobs, or what have
A "CENTSAIKE"
small
Also
.
limits.
759-4808
city
Call
Murray
telephone parts, fireplace equipment and summer
"BOYD-MAJORS'
For sale. 1929 Model A Coupe. 15' Delta Pro bass boat, 135 436-2516.
after 7
BUY
759-4674
s.
appliance
bedroom
2
rent.
screen, kitchen safe, assorted glassware, record
or
sale
For
REAL ESTATE
good restorable condition. hp motor, trailer, depth finder Do those small jobs before am.
roomy
this
by
listed
only
Just
player with 23 thick records, Underwood typewriter
house to settled people
753-8080
$1500. Phone 759-4573 after and trolling motor. 753-8548. winter. Framing and finish
rock
3 bedroom, 2 bath
white
type), accordian with case, antique trunk,
driveway
owner. 753-1988.
haul
Will
(Elite
6 pm
carpentry. 759-1785.
Ryan
' Professional Services
on
gaurd
coast
home
type
Pontoon
any
foot
have
24
also
and Ag lime,
baby bed,few old books, and many odd items.
Home for sale by owner: For sale: 1974 Gran Torino,
_Witt,The Friendly ToischJohnson For your coal needs, call 797- of brown or white Pea gravel.
Avenue. Large den,
equip
2
/
11
just
Acres,
Meadow Green
good condition 759-1078 after outboa
436-2367 8318 or write Edward Ipock. Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
ideal for lounging and
Owlet Country
miles south of Murray. 3 5 pm.
closets
4R2t.410.8. Dawson Springs. KY or 753-4545.
relaxing,
pm.
6
after
living
2 bath brick home
/
bedroom, 11
abound, and an."exlocal
nice
Granada,
Ford
1975
7
14
,
and
and
cover
bedroom
boat,
heat
Lovely 3
2 lots. Central
/
15' Plastft
on 11
Will do plumbing, hapting and
tra" detached garage,
car. $2600. Call 753-4048 or trailer, good condition, $225 Fence Sales at Sears now. Call air conditioning, repairs and
on
eleclocated
drapes,
home,
er,
bath
dishwash
air,
ideal for car storage or
5 acres of level land
Call 753-4048 or see at 1668 Sears 753-2310 for free remodeling around the home,
tric garage opener. Listed at see at 1668 Ryan.
workshop. Lots of
from
estimates for your needs.
. 1973 Ford Torino stationwagon, Ryan.
miles
759-1410
6
today
Call
just
$42.500.
such as; painting, carpentry,
the
living area for
central
has
,
Murray
.
fencing
and concrete. 753-2211 or
436-2658
link
For your chain
53. Services Offered
Three new 4 bedroom homes $675.
money. Priced in upelec. heat and air. A
ry
753-9600.
Montgome
contact
ry
needs,
Canterbu
7534in
Phone
I.
builder
Mach
$30's.
. by
per
1974 Mustang II
Alcoa Aluminum siding and
Real bargain at
Estates. Will consider a trade. speed, 6 cylinder, low gas trim. Call after 6 pm, 753- Ward. Free estimates. 7531222. Kopperud Realty
Herndon's
1158,500.
1966.
753-3672.
for all your real estate
mileage, book value, $2350, 1873. Jack Glover.
Welding
Portable
.
needs.
asking $1750. Call 753-7853
Guttering by Sears. Sears con47. Motorcycles
Service
"Lots"
& Son-General tinous gutters installed per
Brothers
Byers
88, 4
Rt. 6, Box 154,
'
1970 Honda 350. 489-2273 1975 Oldsmobile Royal
2 acre
/
home remodeling, framing,
Approx. 1 to 11
$1475. Call 436- aluminum siding, gutters, and your specifications. Call Sears
Asking
door.
Murray, Ky.
pm.
5
after
Coles
.
wooded lot near
estimates
free
for
753-2310
2658.
753-9507
Commercial property about
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1Campground MethodiI
Honda XL-100, excellent condiInsulation blown in by Sears, /
acres on Kentucky 94£ on400
Safana
Pontiac
.
1972
362-4895
st Church. Ideal
.
753-6496
tion.
and
heating
high
Will do babysitting in my home
ly one mile from town Approxwagon. 70,000 miles, $1300. Compare and save on chain save on these
building or trailer site.
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- for ages 3 and up. Call 7531976 Harlet Davidson Sport- Call 753-0309 after 5 pm.
imately 5,500 sq. ft. of
Priced to sell quickly
Fencing.
A
link fencing. Circle
2310. for free estimates.
ster, Liberty edition, excellent
4732.
showroom, shop and office
at $1,500.
condition. Call 753-3178 after 1949 Plymouth, body good, 753-8407.
space Paved parking area plus
er and chain- Will stay with elderly lady, 24
Lawnmow
Ken's
5
after
446-2667
offer.
jobs
best
Can't get those small
6 pm.
room for outside display.
HOME FOR SALE BY OWNER
saw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast hours daily. Call 753-7301.
Choice wooded lot
pm.
around the house or mobile service. 753-7400.
Suitable for marine. furniture. (101' x 150') in
1974 Kawasaki KZ-900. 9.000
In Meadow Green Acres, just VA miles south of
done? Carpentry, painbe silently suffarm machinery, auto sales.
miles. needs about $100 work 1973 Thunderbird. has all the home plumbing, aluminum Ken's Lawnmower and chain- Your trees could
Div.
Murray. Lovely 3 bedroom, VA bath, brick home
Sub.
od
Kingswo
fering from insect attack and
plus a new set of tires. ting,
extras
etc Business is also available.
753-8273
Call
$1000.
done.
Priced for
on VA lots with fenced back yard (excellent for
siding, patios, small concrete saw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast or fungus disease. A new
$1350, Phone 1-354-6217.
John C Neubauer, Realtor, City water.
after 5 pm_
$5,200.
sale
753-7400
pm.
rapid
5
a
service.
after
2
jobs. Call 436-256
method of pesticide injection young children & pets). Central heat & air, built-in
1111 Sycamore, Murray. 753Special, red, 1974 Vega hatchback, air con650
Yamaha
1979
Linda
call
dishwasher, drapes, utility room, and closet
your trees can correct most
or
to
753-7531
or
0101
753- ditioned. AM-FM radio, good
Call
$1950.
miles.
2000
and
easily
problems
of these
Drake, 753-0492.
space galore. Garage with electric door opener
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
condition, good tires, 2 snow
2871.
effecand
Scientific
quickly.
Street
Wino
209
and extra-high TV aerial for good reception. City
tires, $900. Call 753-5355.
certified,
EPA
today,
Call
tive.
Wed.
All
Day
Cars
Closed
49. Used
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
water but no city taxes! Over 1700 total square
FREE
Trucks
Used
50.
Kelley's Termite & Pest Con5:00
til
7:30
y
Saturda
y
7:30-Noon
Monday-Frida
new
V-6,
feet. Your chance for an excellent buy at
1976 Buick Special.
trol, Inc., 100 South 13th
20 MILE
E1
$42,500.
tires, good gas mileage, ex- 1979 Chevrolet Scottsdale, Price of
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
PRICE SHAVE 75'
cellent condition. $3000, Can power and air, cruise. Also a
DELIVERY
T $1.25
HAIRCU
of
years
33
Call today,759-1410
.
Phone 753-3914
751•31,115 ••• d•y wive... Notary Psi& Service
tor Ilespad 1,••••• odk, pl••••
be seen at 708 Elm Street or 1968 Ford, 61,000 actual
control.
in
pest
ce
experien
.
753-0984
condition
running
miles, good
call 753-4710 after 530 pm.
Call before 4 pm 762-2401
ofstyle,
489barn
Supreme.
Also
24.
Cutlass
x
1971
Floored and ready. Up to 12
after 4 pm 753-3518.
or U- 2273 after 5 pm.
fices, cottages, mobile home ad•ons, and patios,
1979 Ford Currier, 4-speed,
up to 24
1974 Caprice, 4-door, all 14,000 miles, new tires, 28
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble
power, clean. 753-1266.
x 60. Buy the best for less. U TIL WIR P
mpg, in excellent condition.
CLOS*9 Ftpla {III S I
loaded With-'$4900. Call 753-2316.
XR7,
Cougar
1977
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
extras, new radial tires, low For sale: 1968 Ford F-100, exmileage. $4100. Call 759-1972 tra tires, tool box. $700. 759after 5 pm.
1785.
1971 Chevrolet, 4-door, gray 1977 Ford four wheel drive, all
and black, $500. Phone after 6 extras. Call 753-8810 after
pm 753-0818,
530.
on
a.m.
9:30
at
1969 Cutlass Supreme. $300. 1973 Ford pickup, good condi8th
ber
Septem
Saturday,
Call 753-8668.
tion, straight shift. $1095.
Clitty Road by Clifty Ham House.
Extra nice 1967 Ford. 4-door, 1959 Ford pickup, short bed, 6
ion
289 with power steering and cylinder. $395. Call 489-2595.
Antiques and glass, over 300 pieces of depress
other
air, $600. Also truck topper 1977 Luv truck, 23,000 miles,
glass, most all colors and patterns. Lots of
Feeling "Hemmed In"?
camper, $150 Call 753-5159 tool box. 435-4439 after 7 pm.
glass. Old furniture, clocks, pottery, dolls, churns,
Try the prescription found in this traditional styled 3
after 5 pm.
old toys,
Monday. Wednesday, and Fridough tray, lamps, glad irons, kettles,
bedroom country home. Living room, modern kitchen,
day between 8 and 5 call 753Aladdin's lamp, books, dishes, green buttermilk pit2 baths, den with fireplace, cozy
/
dining room plus 21
broad ax,
FOR
cher, rockers, love seat, East Lake chair,
study or workroom and ample closets for added relief.
no telling what else!!
51. Campers
SALE
Large tree shaded lot all for a comfortable price.

AUCTION SALE

Saturday, September 8th
10:00 A.M.

Joe Pat Lamb,
Auctioneer

r

1

SCREAALNTYN

ASSOCIATES
753-7724
905 SYCAMOR€
MURRAY, VY.

James Hubbard, Owner

Shorty McBride
.tion,
not

53. Services Offered

A fine home says a great deal
For sale cleanup and body
This sparkling clean 3 bedroom
Purdom & Thurman
shop Stadium View Drive. Call
Insurance & Real Estate home is easy on the pocket Purdom & Thurman 753-4451

AUCTION SALE

hing,
that

FOR RESULTS

M247

Auctioneer

1911 Cutlass Supreme AM,FM
Radio Tilt Wheel. Power Steering & Brakes, white with Blue
torii TOP. $3475. Call after 6

p.m. 753-1613.

18 ft. Open Road motor home,
37,000 miles. $4250, Starcraft
pop-up. sleeps 8. $800. 8 ft.
Cabover truck camper. $675.
753-1566.

we're not new-

we're just growing.

7666

large
This brand new listing, 3 BR., 2 bath B.V. ace.
w/firepl
kitchen-family room. Rec. room
from
Tastefully decorated. Located on 121 across
fairground. In 50's

New colonial home on 12 acres, so many
luxuries, so much spaciousness, owner will consider trade for city property or will finance.

Only $19,400 will put you in this 3 BR., neat home
on a large corner lot. Economical gas heat, a
good investment on Sycamore.

111111110Prz-

.
,
MD

INN+

2 bath home located on a quiet
/
This 3 BR., 11
street. Complete redecorated in the past year.
Heat ptanp,fenced in backyard. $46,000.
Rbuben Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-1277
Homer Miller 753-7519

Beautiful remodeled 3 BR., home, w/wall to wall
carpet, built-in range, dishwasher, exhaust fan,
elec. heat. Only $29,900

study,
Spacious home with 4 BR., 2 baths,
d
backyar
in
fencedlarge
e,
playroom, fireplac
Perfect for the growing family.

Beat inflation and invest in this duplex at 1611
Miller, near MSU,each side renting for $135 per
month. A good investment af$29,950

Two bedroom cabin in the woods is the ideal
week-end retreat. Completely furnished.
beautifully decorated. All this for only 51.110.
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
B.B. Hook 753-2317
Audra Moody 753-9036

ber,
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The Newsinadd________

I Deaths and Funerals I
Final Bites Today
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Magness

Bonnie W. Miller
Dies This Morning
At The Age Of 72
Bonnie W. Miller of Madison
Heights, Mich., died this
morning at 6:25 at a hospital
there. He was 72 years of age.
Mr. Miller was a retired
employee of the Ford Motor
Company. Born Nov. 4, 1906,
in Calloway County. he was
the son of the late George
Miller and Eulla Murdock
Miller.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Valley Galloway Miller,
Madison Heights, Mich.; one
son, Joe Hal Miller, Montgomery, Ala.; four sisters—
Mrs. Susie Wilson, Mrs.
Lucille Richerson, and Mrs.
Willie B. Jackson, all of
Murray, and Mrs. Lura Mae
Hall, Fulton; one brother.
Hassel Miller. Murray; three
grandchildren.
The body will be returned to
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Murray, but funeral
and burial arrangements are
incomplete.

Mrs. Annie Cook
Dies Tuesday With
Funeral On Friday

Final rites for Connie
Magness were held this
morning at 10:30 at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos officiating.
Pallbearers were David
Magness, J. Marvin, Paul
Lyons, Sr., Dr. Donald
Hughes, Clyde Willoughby,
and Auburn Wells. Burial was
in the Oak Grove Baptist
Cemetery in Graves County.
Mr. Magness. 83, a resident
of 1611 West Main Street,
Murray, died Wednesday at
9:10 a.m. at the MurrayHAIFA, Israel IAPI —
Calloway County Hospital. His
wife, Mrs. Madene Ivy President Anwar Sadat
Magness, preceded him in returns to Egypt today after a
death. Born Feb. 26. 1896, in brief summit meeting with
Graves County, he was the son Prime Minister Menachem
of the late Charles Edward Begin that maintained the
Magness and Martha Bradley momentum of the peace
produced
and
process
Magness.
A nephew, Charles Magness agreement on three issues.
However, no progress was
of Mayfield. is a survivor.
The deceased was a retired reported on the key problem of
painter and a member of the autonomy for the Palestinians
living under Israeli ocFirst Christian Church.

Mrs. Annie Cook died
Tuesday at 1:07 p.m. at the
West _Kentucky Manor Nursing Home, Clinton. She was
80 years of age.
The deceased was the widow
of Jessie Tilman Cook of 1059
Wilford Street, Mayfield, and
was a membex of the Bell City
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Cook is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Bates,
Mayfield; two sons, Hafford
Cook, Mayfield, and Ulm
Cook, Graves County; three
sisters, Mrs. Zadie Waldrop
and Mrs. Bessie McNeil,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Nettie
Douglas, Detroit, Mich.; half
sister, Mrs. Lillie Bazzell.
Calloway county; one brother,
Bill Hill, Mayfield; five
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Service, Mayfield, with the
Rev. Charles Nelson officiating.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Highland Park
Cemetery. Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

cupation, and Sadat and Begin state radio says the Ktu-chstan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
also were still split on the region is "completely calm" Soviet Union apparently
slipped its first ground combat
of after weeks of bloody fighting.
issue
emotional
l'he Kurdish spiritual elements into Cuba about 10
Jerusalem's future.
leader, Sheikh Ezzedin
years ago, when U.S. attention
Hosseini, sought political
was focused on Vietnam,
d
—
N
Increase
I
AP)
LONDO
ayslum in Iraq Sunday along
administration officials say.
British-Irish exchanges of
with his brother and Abdol
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
information on IRA activity
n
Qassemlu, Vance said Wednesday the
Rahma
are predicted as a result of a
secretary-general of the intelligence community has
meeting between Prime
outlawed Kurdish Democratic concluded that a Soviet
r
Ministers Margaret Thatche
Party, the Tehran Times combat brigade of 2,000 to
of Britain and Jack Lynch of
reported.
3,000 men has been in Cuba
Ireland following the funeral
since at least the mid-1970s.
of Earl Mountbatten.
Mrs. Thatcher and Lynch
WASHINGTON (AP) —
announced after a five-hour More than 1,500 retired
meeting Wednesday they had generals and admirals are
''agreed on their deter- urging rejection of the SALT
mination to stamp out II treaty in a letter delivered Federal-State Market News Service
terrorism" and that "recent today to the Senate by a for- September 6,1979
Purchase Area Hog Market
events require that the mer chairman of the Joint Kentucky
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
present extensive cooperation Chiefs of Staff.
Receipts Act 852 Est. 700 Barrows &
50 higher Sows $1.03 higher
between the authorities of the
Adm. Thomas H. Moorer Gilts
US 1-2990.230 lbs.. • 1130.25-38.50 few 39 75
62900-3910
two countries must now be told the Senate Foreign US 2 200-240 lbs
$38 013-3900
2-3 240-250 lb..
substantially improved."
Relations Committee he US
US 2-4 260-280 lb..
sought the views of retired Sows
128 00-29 00
US 1.2 270450 lb..
00-28 00
The leaders of the Kurdish military officers because US 1-.1303-4501Yr.
026.00.3000
1-3 450400 lb..
rebellion have fled from Iran -active duty military leaders US
PO
00-31 00
US 14 500450113a.
$26 00-2700
to neighboring Iraq, a Tehran are not permitted to flatly US 3-3 300400 lbs.
Boars 25.00-27.00
newspaper reports, and the oppose SALT II."

Hog Market

— USDA
I-DUIKVILI-K, KY AP/
.es
Estimated recapta for cattle and cal,
350, feeders 50 percent, represented
classes steady
Slaughter heifers few good 2-3000-005
lb 56.0650.00, slaughter cows maulercuff 34 2923-40 75. including excessively
fat offermas downward from 4300, utility 14 430041.00, several high dressing
individuals 51.0043.75, cutter 1.2 44 0050.80, canner and cutter under 800 lb
2915-4400
Slaughter Dulls yield grade 1 1330-140
lb indicating IS carcass boning percent
62 5045 50, yield grade 1-2 1100-1610 lb
indicating 77-79 percent 5000.4400,
slaughter calves and vealers choice 250300 lb sealers 86 00-99 50, choice 300400
lb calves 7000.17 00, feeder steers
medium frame No. 1 muscle thickness
350410 lb 94.00-107.50, medium frame
No. 2 300-500 lb 94.00-93.00, large frame
mixed No 1 arid 2 350400 lb 70 5044.00,
900.700 lb 67 00-77 00, 700-900 lb 5673."$0
Hedera medium frame No 1 muscle
thickness, load, 600 lb 75.50; medium
frame mixed No 1 and 2 320-470 lb 75 0085.00, spot cows choice 700-775 lb firstcalf heifers 56.0041 00. choice 000-1060 lb
34-y earolds 47 5046.25,
For the week, 'laughter steers and
heifers 1.00-2.00 higher, calves 200-300
higher except overly fat commercial,
bulls fully steady, slaughter calves and
vealers 1 00-2.00 higher, feeders steady
to 2 00 higher.
Hogs 500, barrows and gilts fully 75
higher. US 1-2 215-240 lb 41 15-41 25, 2
205-240 lb 40.06-4115, 2-3 245-260 lb 40.0040.65, 3-4 275 lb 3970, sows 1.004.50
higher, most advance on weights over
500 lb, US 1-2 300-500 lb 31.50-33.00, 500640 lb 33.00-3350, 1-3 135-450 lb 99003110, boars over 300 lb 29 75-31.50
For the week, barrows and gilts 25
higher, sows 2.00-4 00 higher

Stock Market

..31% +%
.....7%
talcer
... 56% unc
3413 3L4A
+%
..
435k unc
11% unc
134 +%
.39% -%
59% +IS
124
22% 4-%
Iry +%
66 unc
198 19%A.
. 27%
33 unc
26% -•-%
12 unc
-•-%
31% -%
17%B 18A

on campus and this will serve
to officially kick-off the
campus campaign,- he
concluded.
Contacted in Louisville
Nunn made these comments
concerning his upcoming visit
to Murray. "Many young
people have joined my
father's campaign because of
his outstanding record toward
youth during his first administration. During that time
Northern Kentucky State
University became the first
four year college established
in Kentucky in 47 years. The
Chase Law School became the
first law school established in
100 years. The Student State
Government Internship
Program was instituted which
allows college students to earn
credit while working in a
specific department of state
government. This enabled my
dad to brainstorm with
students about new and
creative ideas concerning the
administration of state
These are the
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Boone of government.
Young Kenthat
reasons
of
parents
Tenn.,
Nashville,
ty and
universi
on
tuckians
Singer Pat Boone, will speak
s throughout
campuse
college
Full
the
of
meeting
at the
Men's the state are being urged to
Gospel Business
examine my father's record,"
y
Gatewa
the
at
ip
Fellowsh
Nunn continued. "We are
on
Steakhouse, Draffenville,
going to visit every college
Saturday.Sept. 8.
make our case
They will also be the guest campus and
students and
speakers at the 11 a.m. ser- known to the
ut the
througho
people
young
the
at
9,
Sept.
vices on Sunday,
state."
Christian Fellowship Church
at Briensburg.
Mr. Boone who received his
degree in architecture from
the University of Florida, is
Contributions are needed to
president of Boone Confor the care and
continue
Inc.,
struction Company,
Old Salem
Nashville, Tenn. They have upkeep of the
ng to
accordi
ry,
Cemete
grand14
four children,
rd.
children. and three great trustees of the graveya
Any person desiring to
grandchildren.
Supper will be served at 6 contribute to the fund may
s to
p.m. on Saturday prior to the take or mail their donation
program. All men, their Jack Dodd, Route 8, Murray,
y,
wives, and children are in- or at Fitts Block Compan
Murray.
vited, a spokesman said.

Steve Nunn, son of gubernatorial .candidate Louie B.
Nunn, is serving as the State
Chairman of Young Kentuckians for Governor Nunn
and will speak at Murray
State University on Tuesdayevening, September 11 at 7:30
p.m. in Room 208 of Faculty
Hall.
''During Louie Nunn's
gubernatorial
previous
campaign the young people in
Murray and Calloway County
had a significant impact upon
the outcome of the election —
as a matter of fact Gov. Nunn
made the best showing in
Calloway County of any
Republican candidate in
recent history," commented
Johnny Cannon, a spokesman
for the group. We are having
Steve Nunn as a special guest

And Resolve
Separate temperature
controls for
refrigerator and
freezer sections

Boones Will Speak
At Full Gospel
Fellowship Meet

Funds Needed For
Old Salem Cemetery

25
Fres Fryers
Textured
Steel doors
help hide
fingerprints

FRANKFORT, Ky.i AP) —
The dental health program of
the Department for Human
Resources and the Kentucky
Dent.41 Association have been
nominated for a nationalconununity preventive dentistry award.
The American Dental
Association sponsors the
annual award.
Human Resources and the
.
KDA have jointly undertaken'
preventive dental health
programs such as a statewide
flouride mo dirinse program,
a school-based dental sealant
program, distribution of preschool flouride supplements
and fluoridation of community
sand rural water supplies.
The award will be presented
at the American Dental
Association national convention Oct. 21-25 in Dallas.

111:1W'

Whirlpool 19.6 Cu.ft.
Features Power
Heater Control, ZeroDegree performance.
MILLION-MAGNET' door
gaskets assure snug
seal all around the door,
twin crispers. removable
egg/utility container
separate butter and utility
compartments

Plus 20 Free Chickens With Purchase
14.3 Cu. Ft.

DELUXE
NO-FROST
17.2 CU. FT.
REFRIGERATOR
No-Frost Refrigerator
Model EET171PK
EE172PK

Effective Through September 30

Will
Accommodate
An
utomatic
Ice
Maker

Money Market Certificate
Rate

Minimum Deposit
S10,000.00

Ask about our monthly or quarterly interest checks
Early withdrawal requires a substantial interest penalty

646466= OG

LENDEP

775 So 12th St
73-114

Adjustable
tempered-glass
shelves

Its your chance to won the ultimate in a quality Whirlpool
refrigerator at a special low price Door within a door is designed
so
to store all your most u.sed foods, beverages and condiments
they're easily accessible without opening the entire adjustable
more
and
rollers
closers,
door
slide-out utility shelf. automatic

The rate paid is set fa( h month based on the year
yield curve, by the U.S. Treasury. Your rate is
guaranteed for 4 years

Murray
Murray
-Falc
South
Downtown
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn. -

Ice I Water Dispenser
-

Features -the door within a door" for
Artra convenience

4 Year Variable Rate
Certificate of Deposit
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A -9)w, Refrigerator with
)
.
(

No-Frost refrigerator freezer

p.

Term
6 Months
(182 Days)

Whirlpool

Porcelainenameled
slide-out meat
pan and crisper

With Daily compounding, the annual effective yield
is 5.61%. There is no minimum deposit and you earn
interest from date of deposit to day of withdrawal

8.20%

ON A

Textured Steel
doors help hide
fingerprints

ar Passbook Accounts
Nr1 M 1/ 0/ Regul
kJ /2/0

4•••

Dental Program
Cited For Award

AOFrying Size Chicken Per Cubic Ft. On
iV Refrigerator's Purchased During This Sale!!!!

Higher Interest Rates To All Savers

7th and Main
753-7921

Sheep P. represented chums steady;
feeders choice and fancy 71 lb 50.80
For the week, slaughter lambs 2.1111
higher, feeders steady

Steve Nunn,Candidate's
Son, Will Speak At MSU

Pnces of stocks of local interest at
noon, EDT,today, furnished to The Murray Ledger & Times by First of
Michigan Corp., of Murray, are as
folloirs
+2,99
Industrial Average..
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
eelfeArnerican 'Ilephone
Bonanza
Chrysler......
Ford Motor
„.• G A.F
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Hardees
Heublein
B M. ....
Jenco
K Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oat,
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

By The Associated Press
Tropical Storm David
spewed tornadoes from
Virginia to New Jersey and
caused flooding that forced
hundreds to flee their homes
today as it moved into the
Northeast still packing a
destructive wallop.
Three more deaths were
attributed to the storm,
bringing the number of U.S.
casualties to 13. David has
caused more than 900 deaths
since It was spawned in the
Caribbean last week.Some 800
to 1,000 people were evacuated
from their homes in Maryland
early today, most of them in
Baltimore.

Livestock Market

• Adjustable Temperature
Control
•Twin Crispers
• Super Storage Doors.
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Features self-defrosting
refrigerator section,
automatic interior light,
convenient egg nest with
room for a dozen eggs,
zinc-plated full width shelves
for strength, rust resistance
and lasting good looks.

•After Purchasing Any Of These
ol
odels...You Can Purchase A Whirlpo

total
ft
cu.
•17.2
refrigerated volume including 4 75 ru ft freezer
compartment
*Separate temperature controls for refrigerator and
freezer secilans
Provision of 10EMAGIC
Automatic Ice Maker . add
now or later
Power-saving heater con.
trol switch

Jl

